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WINTER WONDERLAND 
Amanda KKgmBG News 
SNOWFALL: Mother Nature dumped several inches ot snow in front ot the Bowen-Thompson Student Union and throughout Northwest 
Ohio. Although the snowfall is expected to stop, cold temperatures will make walking to class and winter travel undesirable. 
U. presents 
holiday play 
By David Schrat 
RE PORTER 
We all know the story of 
Ebeneezcr Scrooge and his visit 
with the three mysterious beings 
on Christmas Eve. Bali Humbug! 
Greed, forgiveness and the 
Christmas spirit are brought to 
the University with the help of R 
Scott Regan, director of the newly 
adapted "A Christmas Carol," 
from Charles Dickens. 
The performance will include 
members of the Bowling Green 
community as well as students 
from the University. With the help 
of stunning lighting techniques, 
costume and set design, as well as 
.19O0ag adaptation by Regan, the 
performance will offer something 
a little different from the original 
Dickens play. 
"I have tried to make it more of 
a holiday celebration of the 
(:iirislmas spirii and not dwell as 
much on Dickens' darker view of 
humanity and life," Regan said. 
"The play is condensed from the 
original, but fairly accurate and 
will be a musical." 
CHRISTMAS, PAGE 2 
New B.A. minor 
By Brett Pheifer 
PUlSt WBI IE B 
The majority of new job open- 
ings in the United States today are 
in small businesses, and most 
successful business leaders dis- 
play a great deal of entrepreneur- 
ial behavior. 
The Business Administration 
department is responding to this 
business trend and creating new 
specializations within the busi- 
ness field. The keynote specializa- 
tion change may come in the 
form of a minor that, according to 
Business Administration Dean 
lames A. Sullivan, will well-suit 
people interested in starting their 
own business. 
The purpose of the new minor 
in Entrepreneurial Studies is to 
educate students about staning 
new business ventures. Open to 
both business majors and non- 
business majors, the minor 
serves to compliment the stu- 
dents' major area of study, for 
example, Sullivan said artists 
could gain the entrepreneurial 
knowledge to open their own 
gallery. The minor would provide 
the knowledge and skills needed 
to stan and grow new ventures. 
To spark interest in the pro- 
gram the Business 
Administration department has 
implemented two new classes 
this coming spring semester: 
Introduction to Entrepreneurship 
and Entrepreneurial Finance. 
"These are what we like to call 
pilot programs. We're using them 
to judge the interest before we 
implement the program," associ- 
ate professor Brent Nicholson 
said. 
This semester the department 
added Introduction to 
Entrepreneurship to the curricu- 
lum for juniors and seniors. 
Nil holson said that it filled up in 
no time, and the classes offered in 
the spring show strong promises. 
Entrepreneurial Pinance is 
similar to an existing program, 
Business Finance, which is the 
basic finance for business majors, 
but significant differences exist 
between the two. Terry 
Richardson. instructor of 
Entrepreneurial Finance, said, "In 
particular, a focus on financing a 
start- up business, day to day cash 
and financial management, but 
also unique issues like venture 
BUSINESS. PAGE 2 
SEATBELTS 
BUCKLING DOWN 
CITY RECEIVES GRANT TO HELP PROTECT MOTORISTS 
By Kara Hull 
CAMPUS  HtnS EDITOR 
Vehicle i rashes are the 
.number one cause ol 
eath ni   Individuals 
.ages i to 29 in Ohio. 
^        ding    to    a 
■cent report by 
,thr Ohio 
Department 




thai        ilu 
.Howling (MI 
Police   Division 
\ull lx' working to' 
change     with help^ 
from ,i 19,720 gran 
given by ODPS. 
"h's been proven thai 
seatbelts reduce death amp 
severity oi vehicle crashes,"' 
Maj.Cr.in Spencer, Deputy Chief 
ot the Bowling Green Police 
Division, said. "We're Dying to 
take baby steps to gel more peo- 
ple in wear iheir seatbelts." 
These steps Include paying for 
overtime costs during heavy traf- 
fic periods—including February, 
which is SeatfieJl Awareness 
Month. Memorial Day, 
Independence Day and Labor 
i entone srathcll com- 
pliance 
U|Hoining;u livitv in l-ebruary 
will fill one of the requirements 
for the reimbursement grain. 
riowlingOreen. along with any 
other city or county receiving 
his gram is required to submit a 
k report to ODPS detailing what 
[hey did io increase seatbelt 
.awareness.  After review, 
k participants will then be 
■ paid     for 
the cost of the program. 
The grant will help in being 
able to get the word out that peo- 
ple need to wear their seatbehs," 
Spencer said. The publicity 
itself will let people know just 
how important seatbelts arc." 
Catching seaiheli violators in 
the act. however, is more difficult 
in Ohio than other states— 
Including Michigan—who list 
seathelt violations as a primary 
offense 
"I can't stop you just because 
you don't have your seatbelt on," 
Spencer said. "You have to be 
violating some other traffic 
laws 
According to Spencer, seatbelt 
compliance is not a problem just 
with the local student popula- 
SEATBELTS, PAGE 2 
AIDS topic of discussion 
By Carrie Whitaker 
REP0R1ER 
Three speakers, from David's 
I louse led a discussion last night 
on AIDS, HIV and the issues that 
surround the disease. |im Flynn, 
a volunteer speaker for David's 
House, talked about his life after 
finding he was I irv positive. 
Flynn found out he was HIV 
positive in 1992. He now speaks 
al»nit the disease to make peo- 
ple aware of the facts and myths 
ollllVandAIDS. 
"I think that there is a great 
apathy for the disease today, part 
of that is with the new drugs 
available, there aren't as many 
deaths." Flynn said. But, he 
added, the infection rate has not 
gone down. 
Flynn takes four types of med- 
icine for HIV. He said that the 
issue of HIV has been neglected 
by the media, and he is amazed 
at die lack of knowledge people 
have. 
"Yesterday I was watching the 
news because it was World AIDS 
Day and I wanted to know how 
much coverage it would get and 
the broadcast was a minute and 
a half," llynn said. 
Richard Stam said that people 
tmandaKMtmBGNem 
PANEL Richard Stam and Kent Hansen, from David's House in 
Toledo, spoke at the University yesterday to raise AIDS awareness. 
do not realize that this disease 
reaches far beyond the gay com- 
munity and African Americans. 
Thirty-seven percent of the 
clientele at David's House in 
Toledo arc women. Ten years 
ago it was two percent. 
"People bury AIDS, they don't 
want to see it," Stam said, "young 
kids especially, they think they 
are immune to it" 
There is now a procedure that 
has been tested among pregnant 
HIV positive women. This proce- 
dure treats the mother with a 
drug called Zidovudine (AZT) 
and aLso treats the child with the 
same drug for six months after 
birth. 
The drug was tested on 67 
pregnant women and 65 of the 
AIDS, PAGE 2 
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'Christmas Carol' lifts spirits 
CHRISnUS. FROM PAGE 1 
The preparation for "A 
Christmas Carol" started in 
October and haven't stopped 
since. Regan wanted to make it 
more of a community event such 
as Dickens. 
"Since October, rehearsals 
have been four nights a week." 
Regan said. "We have 56 actors 
ranging from age nine from the 
community who join a large con- 
tingent of University student 
actors." 
Along with the 56 actors, the 
production will consist of 25 
stage crew working on sound, 
lighting and special effects. 
From Tiny Tim to Bob Cratchet 
and Scrooge, along with the help 
of the stage crew will create an 
accurate and stunning produc- 
tion. 
"We are going to have a lot of 
fun with this production," Regan 
said. "We have included carolers, 
special effects and some sing 
alongs where the audience can 
participate." 
The scenes in the production 
will be very closely based on the 
original but with a little more piz- 
zaz than Dickens had to work 
with long ago. 
"The sets transport us to 
Dickens England and are 
enchanted with fog, snow and 
spectacular lighting effects, also 
ghosts will magically appear and 
then disappear," Regan said. "The 
mood varies from mysterious 
and eerie to a romantically nos- 
talgic time then changes to a 
comically mordant ecstatic pro- 
duction." 
According to Regan, the stage 
crew has done an excellent job 
preparing for the production, but 
the acting has been adding a 
great deal of prominence to the 
Christmas spirit as well. 
"Senior Asher Mccord is both 
mean spirited and comical in the 
role of Scrooge, Senior Lisa 
Fulton plays Mrs. Cratchit, and 
Matthew Fossa plays the Ghost of 
Marley complete with green 
makeup and a costume full of 
chains," Regan said. 
Even though there are plenty of 
versions of the Dickens version, 
Regan believes that this one 
couldn't have come at a better 
time. 
"In our busy commercialized 
Christmas world we need to be 
reminded of the need to reject the 
Christmas humbug spirit that we 
all feel at times," Regan said. 
"Christmas and the production 
are about changing our ways 
before it is too late." 
The performance can be seen 
in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre on 
Dec 3-7 at 8p.m. and on Dec. 8 at 
2p.m. 
"We all need to be reminded of 
the spirit of Christmas as a time of 
forgiving, reliving the past and 
bringing a message of peace and 
hope," Regan said, "lust as 
Scrooge learns the true meaning 
of Christmas, wc all must releam 
this message each year." 
Program useful 
for all students 
BIBHKSS, FROM PAGE 1 
capital contracting, harvesting 
strategies and small business 
financing" 
, "The minor program design is 
based on models used at other 
universities, but adjusted for the 
perceived need in Northwest 
Ohio, "Richardson said. 
Nicholson said, "We've talked 
to a number of entrepreneurs and 
sent graduate students to tour the 
pre-existing programs at other 
universities." 
Before the minor can be added 
to the curriculum the College of 
Business Administration 
Curriculum Committee must 
review the minor. 
"There is strong support for the 
program so no one anticipates it 
failing," Richardson said. 
Sullivan sees the entrepreneur- 
ial program as a learning oppor- 
tunity for students who want to 
start their own business and want 
to develop their entrepreneurial 
knowledge and skills 
With assistance from the busi- 
ness administration department, 
Sullivan hopes to have summer 
institutions where individuals 
can receive firsthand experience 
of what an entrepreneur must go 
through on a daily basis. These 
institutions would then allow stu- 
dents to receive credit for an 
entrepreneurial internship. 
"This program is something for 
business students and non-busi- 
ness students," Nicholson said. 
"The hope for the program is to 
assist students to become more 
entrepreneurial in their thinking. 
To understand and evaluate risk." 
Seatbelts reduce number one 
cause of death on Ohio roads 
SEATBEITS, FROM PAGE! 
"There is a problem with 
seatbelt compliance across the 
board," he said. "What we're 
trying to do is to get more peo- 
ple to comply by wearing their 
seatbelts." 
Last spring Bowling Green 
Police Division conducted a 
seatbelt survey in which offi- 
cers set at various locations 
around the city to count the 
number of cars with people 
wearing their seatbelts 
According to the results of 
the survey, it is estimated that 
60% of drivers in Bowling 
Green wear their seatbelts 
"We based our grant applica- 
tion on those figures and we're 
trying to increase compliance 
by 2 to 3 percent," Spencer said. 
Bowling Green is only one 
city within 26 Ohio counties 
who are reported to reflect 70% 
of crashes who applied and 
received this grant—many 
more are expected to follow 
suit. 
"This funding reflects a fed- 
eral priority and is in place in 
hopes of reducing fatal crashes 
and fatalities," leff Grayson, 
spokesperson for the Ohio 
Department of Public Safety, 
said. "The main focus being 
trying to change the behavior 
of drivers and the overall goal is 
saving lives" 
2001 OHIO CRASH 
STATISTICS 
Approximately 3.4 fatal 
crashes each day 
One person was killed every 
6.4 hours 
There were 380 people 
injured every day 
One person was injured every 
3.8 minutes 
64.7% of all crashes 
occurred in the daylight 
Motor vehicle crashes killed 
60 children and injured 9,889 
through the age of 14 
Source: 
wwwohiopublicsately.com 
DjLyou know.. A 





AIDS. FROM PAGE 1 
babies were bom HIV nega- 
tive, Starn said. 
"It just gives hope to moth- 
ers," Flynn said. 
Women often do not know 
they are HIV positive when 
they become pregnant I hi. is 
another problem that can be 
prevented, said Flynn. 
'Twenty years after the dis- 
covery of the disease doctors 
should be making women 
aware of how important it is to 
be tested for HIV" Flynn said. 
According to Stam, educa- 
tion is the key for future gener- 
ations. 
"There can never be 
enough educators because it 
is the only tool we have," 
Flynn said. 
Kent Hansen, a youth edu- 
cator at David's House, said he 
heard his calling to help when 
he saw the Names Project 
AIDS Memorial Quilt. 
Parts of the quilt will be 
available for students to view 
today through Thursday in the 
Union Multipurpose Room. 
Flynn said his call to volun- 
teer is for personal reasons. 
"I do what I do because I 
saw my first friend die from 
AIDS when I was 24. Twenty- 
four-ycar-olds shouldn't see 
other young people die," 
Flynn said. "1 don't want 
another generation to see 
their generation die." 
Hansen said David's House 
is always looking for volun- 
teers and can be contacted at 
419-244-6682. 
Need Volunteer Experience? 
Call Behavioral Connections to join 
the Sexual Assault Awareness for 
Empowerment (SAAFE) Program. 
Training begins in January. 
Contact Susan Crawford 
at (419) 352-9504 or 
share@bc.wcnct.org 
Unlvrrilty Dining Services 
6th Annual 




Is: what are you 
doing for others?" 
• Martin Luther King 
Collection bint 




Truck & Trailer Rentals at 
Smith Machine & Welding 
520 S. Maple 
Bowling Green, OH 
In Town Location 
'Rebate Given 
on Early Reservations* 
(3 Weeks) 
Phone (419) 352-5202 for Details 
Hauen House manor 
1515E. UloosterSt. 
Call for more information 
352-9378 
Preferred Properties Co. 
Office Hours: 
Monday - Friday 
8-4:30 
ffl      TO j   p 
HHH X J-. 
^ L7 
"""■"■ 
Email - rentals@preferredpropertiesco.com 
Web Site - www.preferredpropertiesco.com 
• New Side by Side Frigidaire Refrigerator 
with water/ice 
• New Sell Cleaning Range 
• New Cabinets in Kitchen & Bath 
• New Kitchen Counter Tops 
• New Kitchen Sink 
• New Garbage Disposal 
• Built-in Microwave 
• Full Size Dishwasher 
• New Lighting in Bath, Vanity and Hallway 
• New Full Size W/D Laundry Center 
in every apartment 
• New Fan Light Combinations in 
Bedrooms & Dining Room 
• New Berber Carpet & Pad 
• High Speed Internet Access 
• New Closet Organizers in Bedroom Closets 
• All New Interior Doors 
• Electrical Update 
• Cable Ready in Living Room and Bedrooms 
• Entire Apartment Freshly Painted 
• New Blinds and Drapes for all Windows 
• Air Conditioning 
• Gas Heat 
• Gas Hot Water 
• New Keyed Bedroom Locks 
LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FOR 
'03 &'04 SCHOOL YEAR! 
Large Selection of Houses and 
Apartments with Great locations! 
Furnished and Unfurnished Units 
Pick up your listing at the Rental office. 
Everything is reasonably priced and we're 
even open on Saturday 
M-F - 8:30-5:30 
Sat. - 8:30-5:00 




Efficiencies starting at $225 
1 Bedrooms starting at $250 
2 Bedrooms starting at $300 
Furnished and Unfurnished Units 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. WoosterSt. 
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8-30 a m - 4:30 p.m. 
Appetizers: A Sampling ol Works 
by BGSU School of Art Grads 
Featured artists include: Brandon 
Harrell. Zak Orcutt. Nathan Ferree, 
Brian Glare, Ion Ginnaty. Yuko 
Saito. Rosalyn Shepherd. Bill 
Thompson, Jill Rekucki, Kit Kieser, 
Jason Lewis. Exhibit runs through 
Friday, Dec 6.2002 
Union Galleries 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Basketball Games Promotion 
Sponsored by Athletics. 
Union Lobby 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Holiday Rattle 
Phi Beta Sigma will be selling raf- 
fle tickets. 
Union Lobby 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Sign-up for Open Mic 
Sponsored by Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union Programming. 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. -4 p.m. 
53rd Annual Faculty/Staff 
Exhibition 
This is an opportunity to see work 
by some ol the finest artists in the 
region The exhibition presents 
work in a wide range of media by 
current faculty and staft members 
of the School ol Art. 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery 
10 a.m. - 4 pm 
Wake Up Little Susie: Pregnancy 
and Power before Roe vs. Wade 
A three dimensional mixed-media 
collaborative installation by artists 
Cathleen Meadows, Kay Ottering 
and Kathy Hutton on the theme of 
pregnancy and race between 1945 
and 1965. 
Willard Wankelman Gallery 
10 a.m. -4 pm 
Warnings: an Exhibit by Lisa Link 
Willard Wankelman Gallery 
10 a m    1 p.m. 
LDSSA Information Table 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
UA0 Jewelry sale 
Education Building 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
AIDS Ribbon Chocolate Suckers 
Sponsored by NAACP 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. - 5 pm 
BGSU Women's Hockey 
Fundraiser 
Student Union 
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
BGSU Women's Hockey 
Fundraiser 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
UA0 Sale 
UAO will be selling tie-dyed shirts 
and jewelry. 
Education Building Steps 
11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Names Project AIDS Memorial 
Quilt 
Please stop in and view the power- 
ful display of the AIDS Quilt. We 
are currently seeking volunteers to 
assist with the display, please con- 
tact Rebekah Sandlin 
(rsandi@bgnet.bgsu.edu) at 372 
0470 to sign up for a volunteer 
slot. Sponsored by the Wellness 
Connection and Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union-Union Programs 
Union Multipurpose Room 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Kappa Phi Fundraiser 
Kappa Phi will be selling candy. 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m.   4:30 p.m. 
Kwanzaa Info. Table 
Sponsored by the Center for 
Multicultural and Academic 
Initiatives 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. -2 p.m. 
dnL Promotion 
Free samples of dnL will be given. 
Sponsored by 7 Up Bottling 
Company. 
Union Lobby 
1130 am - 1-30 p.m. 
Lesbian/Bisexual Women's Lunch 
Open to all women who wish to 
explore issues related to their iden- 
tity, relationships, families and 
professional lives Discretion and a 
friendly welcome ensured. Meet for 
lunch the first Tuesday of each 
month 11:30a.m-130p.m. 
The Women's Center. 107Hanna 
Hall 
Noon - 3 p.m. 
Obsidian Raffle 
Union Lobby 
12:45 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Lecture/Demonstration with Jazz 
Pianist Fred Hersch 
World-renowned iazz pianist Fred 
Hersch will present a concert, lec- 
ture and master class as part of a 
2-day visit to the College of 
Musical Arts Dec. 2 3. Free and 
open to the public 
Kelly Rehearsal Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
1:30 pin. 
Master Class with Jazz Pianist 
Fred Hersch 
World-renowned jazz pianist Fred 
Hersch will present a concert, lec- 
ture and master class as part of a 
2-day visit to the College of 
Musical Arts. Hersh will work with 
CMA jazz studies students in this 
iazz piano performance master 
class Free and open to the public. 
Kelly Rehearsal Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
2 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Off Campus Housing Fair 
For more information, contact Off 
Campus Student Services at 372- 
2843. 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
4 p.m. - 5 45 p.m. 
Air Force ROTC Career Fair 
Sponsored by Air Force ROTC. 
Olscamp 101 
Did  you  know.. -4fc» 
•<|ik The   life   span   of  a   taste   bud   is   10  days. lO^lay  
Bronze Gods and Goddesses... 
Tan with the best! 
Jprtog *fcr«»k N» 
3 souths $75 
Ulilbntted 
Changing Times 
1616 E. Wooster St. 
(419) 354 - 2244 
Call for more NEW low tanning prices! 
Schedule an appointment today with 





Beach Party on the Border! 
1 -800-SOPADRE • www.springbreak.sopadre.com 
'—*! ___ 
7 p.m. 
Artists t Issues: Wake Up Little 
Susie and Warnings 
An open public forum featuring a 
conference call with artist Lisa 
Link will provide opportunity to 
analyze and discuss the issues 
raised by these exhibitions 
1101 EineArts 
7:30 p.m. 
"Pedro and Me" Play 
This play is based on the lite expe- 
riences and struggles with HIV and 
AIDS of Pedro (from the MTV Real 
World cast) as told through his 
friend and co-star. Judd 




Student Composers' Forum 
Free and open to the public. 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
8 p.m. -10 p.m. 
Caroling with the Zeta's 
Sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta. 
In front ot the Student Union 
8 pm. 
BGSU Department of Theatre pre- 
sents "A Christmas Carol" by F 
Scott Regan 
The classic Dickens tale follows 
the ever-powerful story of 
Ebeneezer Scrooge, a lonely miser, 
who, through the help of three 
ghosts from his past, present and 
future, finds a second chance to 
become a loving, generous human 
being This musical adaptation 
combines humor, sentiment, and 
spectacle with |oyous carols to cre- 
ate a delightful show. A great 
Christmas present for the entire 
family. Tickets: $10 
Adult/Student/Senior. $5 lor 
Children under 12 (419) 372-2719 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre 
9:30 p.m. 
Residence Life Silent Solidarity 
Olscamp 101 
9.30 p.m. 
UAO Movie: 40 Days and 40 Nights 
UAO presents FREE FALL Films! 3x 
the fun! 3x a week! 
Union Tin' I'II' 
THE CAMPUS BLOTTER 
Monday. Nov. 25: 
Alicia Knch of Convoy. Ohio was 
cited for speeding on Merry A court 
date has been set for Dec -I at 8 30 
p m 
Complainant reported receiving 
harassing phone calls in Compton 
Complainant reported his CD 
player and CD's were stolen from 
the lounge in McDonald East Hall 
Complainant reported that some- 
one threw milk at their door in 
Ashley Hall 
A student was referred to student 
discipline lor smoking maniuana. 
Michael Oliver was cited lor posses- 
sion of marijuana A court date has 
been set for Dec 12 at? 30 pm 
A student was transported from 
Dunbar Hall to Wood County 
Hospital by Bowling Green Fire 
Department. 
Two students were referred to the 
prosecution office after they fought 
each other in Offenhauer East 
Complainant reported items 
missing from the Administration 
Building 
A student, who had passed out in 
the Union, refused to be transported 
to the hospital. 
University Police are investigating 
a telephone harassment complaint 
in Founders. 
George Duncan ot Bowling Green. 
Ohio was cited for failure to obey a 
traffic control device A court date 
has been set lor Occ 4 al 830 p m. 
Complainant reported her bike 
was damaged while it was in the 
bike rack at McDonald West 
Tuesday. Nov 26: 
A University officer was involved 
in a hit/skip accident with the cruis- 
er He advised that someone backed 
into his cruiser while he was at 
Founders 
While on patrol a University offi- 
cer found a truck that had been 
tampered with in Lot 6 The vehicle 
owner was notihed and taken to his 
vehicle to check it out 
Complainant reported missing 
money from the life Science 
Building 
Complainant reported a dine and 
dash from Mac Dining 
Hall stall advised they found a 
pellet gun on the wall in a room at 
Ashley. 
Wednesday. Nov. 27: 
Complainant repotted damage in 
the men s lestroom on the ground 
floor ot Hie Union 
Complainant received vulgar and 
threatening messages on her voice 
mail in the Psychology Building 
Saturday. Nov 30 
Michael Cano of Bowling Green, 
Ohio was cited for underage con- 
sumption on Wooster A court date 
has been set for Dec 4 at 10 a m 
Sunday, Dec 1: 
Employee collapsed at Kieischer 
dining She was transported to 
Wood County Hospital by Bowling 
Green Fire Department 
III student was transported to 
Wood County Hospital by Bowling 
Green Fire Department alter she 
passed out from having chest 
pains. 
Subiects will be referred lo slu- 
drnt disnplinc in Dunhar Hall 
Dry cereal for breakfast was 
invented by John Henry Kellogg 
at the turn of the century. 
•AS0^ 
What Bowling Given city street sign has to he replaced the most' 
IJ.tMS  Ut"H 
Feel The Need to Advertise? 
Whatever your needs, the BG News Classified page is the answer! 
Call 419-372-6977 
Place Your Ad Today! 
Hours:                                   .A*-*"**^                                445 E'Wooster 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm                    L^^-faS*!                      Bowlinq Green, OH 
Sat 9am-ipm                          iMu Waja&K                                      43402 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
419-352-0717 
Heinz Campbell Hill 
Apartments Apartments 
Available for Fall 2003 Now Renting for Fall 
451 and 424 Frazee Ave. 2003 
808 and 818 N. 2 and 3 bedroom townhouses 
Enterprise with 1 1/2 baths 
3 bedroom, 2 bath w/ fireplace 
Furnished, microwaves, A/C 
full basement, 
washer/dryer hookup, A/C 
garbage disposal, dishwasher garbage disposal, dishwasher 
9 1/2 mo. lease $975.007mo. 2 bedrooms starting at 
+ utilities S800/mo. + utilities 
Rent Mow and Save $250.00" 3 bedrooms starting at 
OH Security Deposit $1000/mo. + utilities 
Otter expires 
December 20,2002 
$250 total on deposit per ait. 
SIGNU PI fODAY!! 
check out our website at 
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental 
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QUOTEIXQIOT www.bgnews.com/opinion 
"Public morals? What are those?' 
Mexico Gty lawmaker FRANCISCO SOUS.on posing for a political-magazine 
photograph wearing only the logo of his National Act ion Parly as a fig leaf. OPINION 
KRX CAMPUS I MIAMI IIKIiAI.D KIHTOHIAI. 
Prevent AIDS spread or pay later 
Women have reached a dubi- 
ous milestone in the race for par- 
ity; They equal the number of 
men worldwide now infected 
with HIV the vims that causes 
AIDS. And that's only part of the 
grim statistics in a U.N. report 
released prior to World AIDS Day. 
About 42 million people, 
including 3.2 million children 
under age 15, live with HIV/AIDS 
today. That figure could explode 
to 90 million by 2010, according 
to the report. The only way to 
stop the social and economic rav- 
ages of this pandemic is for 
industrialized countries, led by 
the United States, to fund sharp 
increases in global prevention 
efforts. Pharmaceutical firms, 
too, must step up to facilitate low- 
cost AIDS drugs. 
By far the world's most afflicted 
region is sub-Saharan Africa, 
where 29.4 million people have 
HIV/AIDS. There, 58 percent of 
the infected adults are women. 
The dreadful consequences 
include fueling a deadly famine. 
And damages multiply with the 
growing numbers of infected 
women. Not only are women 
with AIDS less able to work, the 
traditional caretakers also are less 
able to care for stricken relatives 
and children. 
More infected women means 
more children born with the 
virus. Entire generations, ages 20 
to 45 in Africa in particular, are 
being decimated. 
Like other sexually transmitted 
diseases, AIDS isn't stopped by 
borders — certainly not in this 
age of global migrations. AIDS 
trends in' Africa alert us to future 
dangers elsewhere. 
Some solutions are basic, some 
extremely difficult. The U.N. 
report describes some successes 
in such efforts, particularly those 
targeted at young people. Rut 
generating fundamental behav- 
ior changes are far harder to 
achieve in deep-rooted cultures 
that actually make women more 
vulnerable and today promote 
the spread of HIV. 
Education can increase con- 
dom use and reduce casual sex 
and infection rates. Mother-to- 
child infection can be curtailed 
by drug treatment. Anti-retroviral 
drug therapy can give those with 
HIV an extended, productive life. 
(lovernments and donors have 
pledged more than $2.1 billion to 
the new Global Fund to l-'ight 
AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. 
But it projects that these rnonies 
will run out by 2004 and has 
called lot another$7 billion. 
Cleaning up the cata- 
strophe 20 years from now will be 
far more expensive than funding 
a package of prevention, educa- 






not be tolerated 
Too many times this semester 
have I encountered a phenome- 
na that 1 find very insulting. It is 
the frequent mistreatment of 
professors on our campus. 
Today, at the end of one of my 
classes, the professor asked if 
there were any questions, which 
is a typical and useful way to 
close any class, and she unfortu- 
nately got a very loud and rude 
"No!" in response. Throughout 
the class various people were 
talking and disrupting class, even 
after the instructor confronted 
the issue and stopped the talking 
for a period of time. 
last week, in another one of 
my courses, some students 
IMS TO TIIK EDITOR.    pEOpLE   What fathers really 
ON THE STREET   want for Christmas talked so much, even after being 
warned by the professor in previ- 
ous classes, that the professor 
cancelled the class halfway 
through the lecture. 
I am pretty much fed up with 
this, as I hope others are. I don't 
know what is so important that it 
can't wait about an hour until 
after class to be discussed. Also, 
when instnictors take time out of 
class to address the problem and 
then it continues, it becomes 
outrageous. It is very rude to 
ignore and insult a professor. You 
don't have to treat them like roy- 
alty or anything, but they are try- 
ing to teach us something. Some 
teachers actually have knowl- 
edge, talent and information to 
dispense. Above all else, profes- 
sors are human beings just like 
us. They have bad days and good 
days, and I'm sure treating thru) 
like crap during class doesn't 
help either. 
Finally, I would like to offer my 
solution to the problem. Don't go 
to class Skipping can be a very 
good tiling, especially if you don't 
have the capacity or desire to 
leam. Others at this university 
actually do want to leam — even 
in general education courses! 
This situation, to me, is reminis- 
cent of third grade when people 
would talk during the National 
Anthem at assemblies. 
Personally, my parents taught 
me to respect my elders and not 
be a rude jerk. Maybe some par- 
ents didn't do that, maybe some 
people didn't have parents It all 
just boils down to (he golden 
rule: treat people how you want 
to be treated. If you can't do that, 
go home. This university would 
be better off without you. 
ADAM MCMAH0N 
STUDENF 




TAMPA, Fla. - There is some 
discussion going on about an 
ambitious energy proposal, 
something akin to the Apollo 
program in scope and vision but 
aimed at converting American 
dependence on foreign oil into a 
self-sustained drive toward 
renewable sources. Call it a solar 
nioonshol. The idea is utterly 
doomed under the Bush admin - 
IM ration but some form of it is 
exactly the sort of boost this 
country needs, and the kind of 
collective effort tJiat can reinvent 
America. 
It's about more than solar 
energy, for sure, because tliis 
country has enormous wind and 
geothermal resources. We are 
still, despite our dependence on 
carbon-based energy, among the 
leaders in renewable-energy 
technologies. And we are still, for 
the moment, the most potent 
market in the world, meaning if 
something catches on here, look 
out. 
Nothing has caught on here 
because oil, coal and natural gas 
are cheap — at least through 
poor accounting and in only the 
very nearest term — where most 
people operate. When people go 
to the gas station, they don't ask 
themselves if they'd rather save 
the environment, promote 
peace and develop a new econo- 
my, they just pump. They pay for 
shortsightedness, but they don't 
know it 
The United States has one of 
the cheapest prices for gasoline 
in die world, in real and absolute 
terms, despite our higher costs of 
living. We pay for this through 
other means, but we don't recog- 
nize it so we let ourselves 
become addicted. If we consider 
how many tax dollars support 
and subsidize cheap fuel, we 
might think twice. 
for example, government uses 
taxes to build roads and airports 
that feed the need for petroleum; 
without this infrastructure, we'd 
have compact communities and 
more efficient communications. 
But the largest energy subsidy 
relates to foreign policy. 
The vast majority of our mili- 
tary protects access to oil. We are 
about to attack Iraq solely for 
that reason as we did once 
before. We're in Saudi Arabia for 
oil. not democracy, and that 
obviously upsets many Muslims 
We went to Somalia because of 
its geography and geology. Our 
ongoing presence in Afghanistan 
has more to do with removing 
Central Asian oil than burqas. 
Kosovo was about corridors for 
oil to leave Kazakhstan and the 
Caspian region to the west, liter- 
ally and figuratively, rather than 
through China or Russia (why 
else would the Russians care 
about Chechnya?). We're also 
training Colombians to protect a 
pipeline. 
And on and on. But the point 
is that if it weren't for our oil 
thirst, we could save a bunch of 
money on the world stage and 
make more friends than ene- 
mies. But what would we drive? 
Here's a back-of-the-envelope 
calculation to get your mind 
working. 
let's cut the bloated Pentagon 
budget from $360 billion a year 
to $260 billion (still bloated). 
That $100 billion can leverage 
converting 10 million homes per 
year to solar energy and create 
300,000 jobs for solar energy 
installers and manufacturers. 
The stable demand and large 
volume this conversion creates 
willdropcostofsolarenergyby 
50 percent. 1 Tie result is residen- 
tial electricity self-sufficiency, a 
nation more secure from terror- 
ist attack and a vibrant industry 
able to sell globally. Solar energy 
doesn't replace oil, but the natur- 
al gas we wouldn't use to make 
watts can go into easily convert- 
ed cars, which produce no pollu- 
tion. 
Impossible, yeah. They said we 
couldn't go to the moon, either. 
What is the first thing 





"Money. I have too 
many bills to pay." 
MICHELLE RUHLIN 
JUNIOR, SPANISH 
"I really want a Golden 
Retriever puppy. 




"A portable CD player 




"A silver Mitsubishi 
Eclipse with a big 
red bow." 
AT ISSUE: With the holidays right around the 





Thanksgiving is over, people all 
over the country are turning 
their attention to thai other 
holiday of the year... you know, 
the one where Wal-Mart 
reports as many stampede 
deaths as a European football 
riot. Tis the season of shame- 
less commercialism, also 
known as Christmas. Agree 
with it or not, this holiday has 
been thoroughly commercial- 
ized, and there isn'l a thing 
anyone can do about it The joy 
of giving and getting is too 
great, and the tradition too 
ingrained in our subconscious 
for us to ignore the call of the 
mall. 
So rattier than whine and 
complain about the vast com- 
mercial conspiracy that exist-. 
solely to suck up every extra 
holiday dollar, 1 thought it 
might be appropriate to focus 
on one of the traditionally 
more difficult shopping sub- 
jects: Dad. 
Fathers are unique in that 
there are no default gifts What 
to get Mom/Sister? lewelry. 
Can't go wrong with jewelry 
Brother? Video games and (if 
young enough) play swords 
and guns. These gifts are as 
sure-fire as a Smith & Wesson. 
There is simply no way to go 
wrong. Dads are a different 
story. 
While it is true that most 
dads aren't picky (and would 
therefore be ecstatic with a 
lump of salt water taffy and a 
really bad tie), the truth is that 
there arc certain gifts that every 
single living father would cher- 
ish. They secretly yearn for 
these, year after year. The fol 
lowing list is to be used only as 
a guide for do's and do not's for 
dads (and most men in gener- 
al), because nothing can 
replace the care of that person- 
al touch. 
Ultimate Dad Gift No. I — 
Power tools, listen for the 
sounds of grunting in your 
local 1-owe's or I lome Depot 
and it's sure to lead you to do- 
it-yourself heaven. Whether 
Dad actually uses power tools 
for practical things makes no 
difference: having the tools 
means he can, and that makes 
him drool. 
Ultimate Dad Gift Mistake 
No. 1 — Sexy lingerie'swimsuit 
calendar — Great for older bra, 
bad for Dad. Unless you want 
your father to spend the next 
12 months in the doghouse 
(where he will at least be able 
to keep track of the time), sexy 
calendars an* a no-no. 
Ultimate Dad Gift Na 2— 
Grills. Not only do they appeal 
to the Neanderthal mentality, 
ilnv combine two of the great- 
est pleasures in life: fire and 
food. Nothing goes better with 
singed eyebrows than an 
expanding waistline. Besides, 
all men brag about their grills, 
and if all they have to brag 
about isa 1960Sputnik, lliis 
gift will be his favorite. 
Ultimate Dad Gift Mistake 
Na 2 — Rogaine. This is die 
equivalent of giving Mom Slim- 
Fast lor Christmas. Enough 
said. 
Ultimate Dad Gift No 3 — 
Satellite TV/cool shiny gadgets. 
Yes. men are Neanderthals, and 
as such they arc attracted by 
shiny objects and hundreds of 
useless channels that they may 
only watch once. The odd part 
is that they are especially 
attracted to new shiny objects; 
in other words, anything on the 
edge "I technology will get a 
satisfied grunt and a big hug. It 
doesn't really matter what it is 
because they will find a way to 
pretend that it is the most use- 
ful thing since fire. 
Ultimate Dad Gift Mistake 
No.3 — CoffeshopGift 
Certificates Not just because 
men have no use for a gajillion 
different ways to say "coffee," 
but because it is a bad idea for 
a person who is obsessed with 
fire and shiny objects to have 
an unlimited amount of caf- 
feine at his disposal. 
Merry Christmas and happy 
shopping. 
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Do you agree with all of this? V* 
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MAN ADMITS ROLE IN EX GIRLFRIEND'S DEATH 
CINCINNATI (AP) — A man admitted in court yester- 
day that he had a role in the shooting of his former 
girlfriend, and pledged to help authorities find the per- 
son who carried out the slaying. Under an agreement 
with prosecutors, William D. Boyles, 27, of Cincinnati, 
pleaded guilty to involuntary manslaughter. 
www.bgnews.com/world 
STATE 
Riots burn away 
the reputation of 
Ohio State 
By Yvette Yllana 
IHi LAN I CRN 
COLUMBUS, — Around the 
city, state, nation and world, for- 
mer and future Buckeyes alike 
have responded in masses to the 
post-Michigan rioting last week- 
end. 
Media coverage of the events 
has compelled hundreds of view- 
ers to write to Ohio State. The 
general message from the public 
has included embarrassment, 
disgust, a call for an apology by 
the rioters and action by the uni- 
versity. 
"I support OSU 100 percent in 
expelling all students that embar- 
rassed Ohio State and the city of 
Columbus," wrote alumnus Jeff 
Miller. 
E-mail messages from former 
Buckeyes reaching all the way 
from the United Kingdom and 
Switzerland madetheir way to the 
already overflowing inbox of Lee 
Tashjian, vice president of 
University Relations. 
"We're receiving one after 
another, after another," Tashjian 
said. 
But one local letter captured his 
attention. Sherry Cashin, mother 
of a high school senior at St. 
Ignatius in Cleveland, wrote to 
Tashjian on Monday. 
In her e-mail, she said, "OSU 
has been permanently and irrev- 
ocably eliminated from our con- 
sideration for college for our son. 
In fact, it was his decision to no 
longer pursue consideration of 
OSU after viewing the events of 
the past two days." 
Her son plans on majoring in 
biomedical engineering, and 
Tashjian said, "He's the type of 
person we would want to have at 
OSU." 
Regrettably, OSU cannot look 
forward to adding him to the 
admissions roster next year. 
"Based on the unbelievable 
lack of respect for people's lives, 
safety and property, OSU can 
never be an option for our fami- 
ly," Cashin said in her letter 
The riots have not deterred all 
high school seniors from consid- 
ering OSU. 
Gary Rasnick, a senior from 
Sycamore High School in 
Cincinnati, said the riots do not 
affect his decision on whether to 
attend OSU next year. 
"I already had my mind set that 
I was probably going to come 
here," Rasnick said. "And that did- 
n't bother me whatsoever - what 
happened here Saturday." 
Rasnick said he is not surprised 
by the rioting at OSU or anywhere 
else. 
"You're going to get people that 
are really excited over the win or 
the loss, and they're just going to 
start tearing up stuff. There's 
probably no way to prevent it." 
Laurie Keys, a senior from 
Elmwood High School in Wayne, 
Ohio, agreed prevention is futile. 
"I think it's going to happen 
anywhere," she said. "And it could 
happen anytime." 
Keys's mother. Nancy, was not 
as nonchalant about the safety on 
campus. 
"It definitely makes me think 
twice," she said about sending her 
daughter to OSU. 
However, a determined Laurie 
said the good outweighs the bad 
when balancing her options at 
OSU. 
"There are lots of good oppor- 
tunities here," she said. 
But the repercussions of the 
riots do not last for a single day, at 
least not for OSU alumni. 
Alumni based in New York 
share more than an alma mater. 
An unfavorable common bond of 
a riotous reputation now links 
them. 
Now that OSU has become the 
butt of collegiate jokes, the uni- 
versity may struggle to be taken 
seriously again. 
"While there were several riots 
throughout the country caused 
by excessive celebration, the riots 
at Ohio State took the headlines," 
Preston said. "Ohio State puts 
winners on the field of life, but 
excessive celebrations such as 
these make the rest of the country 
believe that we don't know how to 
handle success." 
Dan Lindner, an alumnus 
based in New York City, attended 
the game in Columbus and said 
he was welcomed back to work by 
a humorless confrontation. 
"I have been constantly 
approached about the riots by my 
family, friends and coworkers. I 
have even been accused by my 
boss of being pictured turning 
over a car in the New York news- 
paper, it looks similar to me." 
Not all alumni are terribly dis- 
turbed, however 
David I locevar, the president of 
the Ohio State Alumni 
Association of Phoenix, said he 
will remember the legacy of the 
13-0 win over Michigan above the 
riots. 
"I don't think these riots will 
haw a lasting effect on the team 
or the university," he said. 
Hocevar was a student at OSU 
in 1968 and remembers the infa- 
mous incident when students 
tore down the goal post and 
dragged it all the way to the 
Capitol Building. It's history now. 
He said people will mow on just 
like thev did then. 
Corrosion hinders plant 
IHE ASSOCIAKO PRESS 
CLEVELAND — The operator 
of the Davis-Besse nuclear plant 
failed to provide federal regula- 
tors a photo that shows cono- 
sion stains on its reactor lid. The 
Plain Dealer reported Sunday. 
The photo wasn't in the batch 
of images FirstEnergy Corp. pro 
vided the Nuclear Regulator)' 
Commission in November 2001 
to justify postponing a costly 
shutdown to inspect the lid. 
"It was there for the asking," 
company spokesman Todd 
Schneider said. "Being our regu- 
lator, the NRC has full access to 
the plant, to our documents, to 
just about every part of our 
operation 
"I think that's a little bit disin- 
genuous,* said Brian Sheron. the 
NRC's associate director for pro- 
ject licensing and technical 
analysis. "We were asking them 
to provide us with all the infor- 
mation to support their argu- 
ment to operate beyond Dec. 31. 
Apparently, we did not get 
everything." 
Davis-Besse, located along 
Lake Erie near Toledo, has been 
shut down since February. The 
NRC began investigating aftet 
leaks allowed boric acid to eat a 
hole almost through the 6-inch 
thick steel lid that covers the 
plant's reactor vessel. Hie leaks 
were discovered in March, dur- 
ing a maintenance shutdown. 
It was the most extensive cor- 
rosion ever at a U.S. nudeai 
reactor and led to a nationwide 
review of all 69 similar plants. 
The April 2000 photo shows 
rust trails the color of dried 
NUCLEAR PLANT DAMAGE: This undated handout photo, showing corrosion on the reactor lid at 
the Davis-Besse nuclear plant, wasn't in the batch of images FirstEnergy Corp. provided the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission in November 2001 to justify postponing a costly shutdown to inspect the lid. 
The photo didn't surface until April and Davis-Besse, located along Lake Erie near Toledo, has been 
shut down since February. 
blood spilling from inspection 
ports on the reactor's sloping 
dome. 
The photo didn't surface until 
April, on page 93 of a thick 
FirstEnergy report. The docu- 
ment attempts to explain in 
hindsight how the company had 
allowed boric acid sludge left 
behind by leaking reactor 
coolant to eat a hole in the reac- 
tor lid. 
"If we knew they had three or 
four inches of 1/8 acid 3/8 
caked on top of the head ... that 
would have started the chain" of 
more intense questioning. 
Sheron said. 
Digby Macdonald, an inter- 
national corrosion expert who 
directs Pennsylvania State 
University's Center for 
Advanced Materials, said the 
photo would have told him that 
a serious corrosion problem 
probably existed. 
FirstEnergy is paying about 
S200 million to repair the plant, 
install a new lid and buy replace- 
ment power until Davis-Besse is 
restarted. A new reactor should 
be installed by early December. 
Initially, the company had 
hoped to restart the plant by the 
end of this year but has pushed 
that deadline back to lanuary. 
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Lost about nutrition answers? 
Need a place to start? 
Try: 
WELLNESS@bgnetbgsu.edu 
E-mail your questions and concerns regarding any aspect 
of nutrition, including healthy eating habits, handling 
stress, and exercise, and our Registered Dietitian and 
nutrition peer educators will provide ACCURATE and 
RELIABLE answers. 
Sponsored by the Wellness Connection: Nutrition Team 
FALL 2003 APARTMENT LEASING SPECIAL 
$75.00off Deposit per person 
offer expires December 20, 2002 
East Merry Avenue Apartments 
(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.) 
Field Manor Apartments 
(519 Leroy Ave., 542, & 560 Frazee Ave.) 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
(818 Thurstin, 624, 670, & 656 Frazee Ave.) 
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished 
• dishwashers/garbage disposals 
o 
O 
Close to Campus! 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm) 
Saturday (9 am - l pm) 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
(419) 352-0717 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
www.wcnet.org/-gbrenial 
FALL 2003 APARTMENT LEASING 
Come sign up today!        UNITS GOING FAST! 
Columbia Court Apartments 
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin) 
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people 
• Apt. 49 - 72 (A/C & fireplace) 
• Apt. 1 - 48 (A/C only) 
• Close to campus! 
Burrwood Estates. Ltd. 
• 3 & 4 bedroom, 2 bath houses 
with 1 & 2 car garages 
• fireplaces, washer/dryer, dishwashers, 
garbage disposals, & A/C 
Mercer Manor Apartments 
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths 
• A/C, fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher, 
garbage disposals 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm) 
Saturday (9 am -1 pm) 
Greenbriar, Inc. 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
www.wcnetorj^-gbrental GREENBRIAR, INC. 
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IRAQIS GUILTY OF TORTURE, BRITAIN SAYS 
LONDON (AP) —Hie British government accused 
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein yesterday of master- 
minding the widespread and systematic torture of his 
political opponents and other citizens to hold on to 
power. But some commentators dismissed the evi- 
dence as part of a propaganda. 
www.bgnews.com/world 
WORLD 
Al-Qaida responsible for attacks 
By Maggie Michael 
IHC ASS0CIAHD  PRESS 
CAIRO, Egypt — A statement 
attributed to al-Qaida claimed 
responsibility yesterday for last 
week's car bombing of an Kr.ic-li 
owned hotel in Kenya and the 
attempt to shoot down an Israeli 
airliner the same day. 
The statement, posted on an 
Islamic Web site, called 
Thursday's attacks a Ramadan 
greeting to the Palestinian people 
and referred to the al-Qaida 
attacks against U.S. embassies in 
Kenya and Tanzania in 1998, 
which killed 231 people — 
including 12 Americans — and 
wounded more than 5,000. 
"At the same place where the 
'Jewish Crusader coalition' was 
hit four years ago... here the fight- 
ers ... came back once again to 
strike heavily against that evil 
coalition," the statement said. 
"But this time, it was against 
lews." 
In Washington, U.S. counter!- 
enorism officials said they con- 
sidered the claim credible and 
part of growing evidence that al- 
Qaida was involved in (he Kenya 
attacks. 
Three suicide bombers 
attacked the Paradise Hotel, 
killing 10 Kenyans, three Israelis 
and the three bombers. lust min- 
utes before the hotel bombing, 
two Slrela missiles narrowly 
missed an Israeli charter plane 
departing from Mombasa's air- 
port, in what was the first phase 
of the dual attack on Israelis in 
Kenya 
The five-page claim was made 
in the name of "The Political 
Office of al-Qaida lihad 
Organization." 
Unlike four years ago, when the 
United States was the target in 
Kenya, the statement said this 
time the message was for Jews. 
"We send them a message: 
Your practices in corrupting 
earth, occupying sacred places, 
criminal acts against our families 
in Palestine ... all your practices 
will not pass peacefully without 
firing back." it said. "Your children 
for ours, your women for ours, 
your elders for ours, and we will 
follow you wherever you are 
because you made us live in ter- 
ror and fear." 
It pledged that further attacks 
would be carried out. saying "it is 
a war between faith and the infi- 
del, between truth and fallacy, 
between justice and injustice." 
The only other claim of respon- 
sibility came shortly after 
Thursday's attacks, made in a fax 
to news organizations in Beirut 
from the previously unknown 
Army of Palestine. Palestinian 
officials have denied any involve- 
ment by Palestinian groups 
Kjral Prlnskw AP Photo 
ISRAEL ATTACK: A part of the Paradise Hole), in Kikambala, Kenya smoulders after it was devastated 
by a car bomb, Thursday, Nov. 28. In simultaneous attacks on Israili tourists in Kenya, the bomb explod- 
ed at the Israeli-owned hotel and at least two missies were fired at an Israeli airline. 
Death toll reaches 50 in Venezualan club fire 
By Jorge Rueda 
IHE ASSOCIATED CHESS 
CARACAS, Venezuela — 
Investigators recovered three 
more bodies from the debris of a 
downtown Caracas nightclub 
destroyed by a fast-moving fire 
over the weekend, raising the 
death toll to 50, officials said yes- 
terday. 
Flames quickly engulfed the 
tiny nightclub packed with hun- 
dreds of dancers but lacking 
emergency exits, triggering a 
panicky stampede late Saturday. 
Twelve people were injured at La 
(loajira discotheque. 
Faulty wiring, a kitchen fire or 
even a carelessly discarded ciga- 
rette were all possible causes of 
the Maze, which erupted near the 
club's entrance, Fire Chief 
Rodolfo Briceno said. The investi- 
gation continued yesterday. 
Forensic experts recovered the 
bodies of two women and a man 
from the scene yesterday, bring- 
ing the number of dead to 50, 
Carmen Julieta Centeno. director 
of   a   government    forensics 
agency, told The Associated Press. 
Nearly all the dead succumbed to 
the smoke. 
Authorities also identified 26 of 
the victims and transferred the 
remains to their families, 
Centeno said. 
As many as <1(K) people were 
inside the discotheque, housed in 
the  basement   of  the  Hotel 
Venezuela in a densely packed 
commercial district, when some- 
one yelled "Fire," victims said. 
The club was in two rooms 
occupying a space of about 1,000 
square feel 
The combination of over- 
crowding, no emergency exits, 
improvised electrical wiring and 
scant fire code inspections is a 
common one in this city of 4 mil- 
lion, Briceno said. There are not 
enough resources to monitor 
hundreds of similar clubs, some 
of which are open illegally, offi- 
cials say. 
Saturday night's fire was the 
deadliest nightclub blaze in the 
Venezuelan capital since 1985, 
when 25 people perished. 
LEARN ONE OF 
21 LANGUAGES 
As a Soldier at the Defense Language Institiute in 
Monterey, California, you'll learn one of 21 
languages. And you don't need to speak a foreign 
language to qualify. 
>> Call SSgt. John Szewcyzk at 
419-352-7541 about college loan 
repayment and more Army benefits. 
And see how you can become AN 
ARMY OF ONE. 
>> Or talk to a Recruiter at the 
Bowling Green Office, 1616 E. 
Wooster St. in Bowling Green. OH. 
Mon-Fn, 9 00am-5 00pm. 
Iiirni.com O.-DOI l«»»i.u An* A>i«il>m«M AN ARMY OF ONE' 
World AIDS Week 
• Names Project AIDS Quilt 
Dec. 3, 4, and 5 from 11-5 in 
the MyJttfH      ^WLOom of 
re Uniol 
* P1E°and Judd" p|a^kthe 
UnioVrheatre room at 7gpm 
n Dec. 3, 4, and 5, 
lay, Dec. 6 at 
PlayfctMy Heart^U 
For More information, contact the 
Wellness Connection at 2-9355 
BE A LEADER 
AMONG LEADERS 
•     •     •     •     • 
Every Soldier in the U.S. Army learns how to become a leader - 
AN ARMY OF ONE. With your bachelor's degree, you can become 
an Army Officer and be a leader among leaders. In Officer 
Candidate School (0CS), you'll learn management and 
leadership techniques. Apply now. Openings are limited. 
>> Call SSgt. John Szewcyzk at 419-352-7541 
to find out about college loan repayment and 
more Army benefits. Or talK to a Recruiter at 
the 
Bowling Green Office 
1616 E. Wooster Street in 
Bowling Green, Oh. 
Hon-Fri, 
90Oam-5-00pm 
Ioirmy.com 02001 'ni.i,i«ul»»u.,«H,»m( AN ARMY Or ONE" 
Make   BGSU classes part of your summer plans 
S JJ jVJ JNJJ 
advantage 
Save Money—BGSU seniors graduating August 2003 may be eligible for a partial tuition 
rebate on summer classes. 
Who Qualifies—If you began as a first-time freshman at BGSU in fall 1999 or later and 
graduate summer 2003, you may qualify. 
Receive a Housing Bonus—Partial gran's for residence rooms. Apply by April 25, 2003. 
Finish on time—Summer courses help you complete your undergraduate degree. 
A schedule of summer classes is available at http://webapps.bgsu.edu/classes 
On-line Courses—The BGSU classroom experience and attention you expect are now 
available on the web. On-line class information is available at http://ideal.bgsu.edu. 
For more information on the BIG Summer Advantage in 2003 
Call 419.372.9141 today! 
THE HONEYBAKED HAM COMPANY 
We arc now hiring for temporary help during the 
Holiday season. Bring in a friend with you who 
meets the criteria, and get a $25.00 bonus. 
We offer the following benefits: 
• Above average starting wage 
• Discount on Holiday Hams 
• No experience necessary 
• Meals provided 
Please apply in person at the following location 
between 10 am - 5 pm Monday through Saturday 
KEYCODE 70051102 
5685 Brookpark Rd. 
Parma. Ohio 44129 
21943 Center Ridge Rd. 
Rocky River. Ohio 44116 
5378 Mayficld Road 
Lyndhursl, Ohio 44124 
3015 West Market Si. 
FairUwn, Ohio 44333 
813 Boardman-Poland Rd. 
Boardman, Ohio 44501 
35101 Euclid Ave. 
Willoughby. Ohio 44094 
5570 Warrensville Center Rd. 
Maple Hts. Ohio 44137 
14136 Pearl Road 
Strongsville, Ohio 44136 
1984 Brittian Rd. 
Akron. Ohio 44310 
5246 Dressier Road 
Canton. Ohio 44718 





BOWIINS CREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
A disappearing act 
Jones leads Toledo 
back, Rockets roll 
By Erica Gambaccira 
• ssisiam SPODIS EDITOR 
As The Backyard Brawl com- 
menced, the Mid-American 
Conference West Division lille 
was settled. 
Saturday night, the University 
of Toledo's football team wtH i the 
bragging rights for the next year. 
defeating Bowling Green, 42-24 
in the Glass Bowl. 
"This team is made up of a 
bunch of special guys," said LIT 
head coach Tom Amstutz. "They 
give it their all and play to win, 
and I am very proud of them. 
This is such a great feeling, keep- 
ing the Rocket tradition alive." 
Toledo will now advance to the 
MAC Championship game at 
Marshall University next 
Saturday. UT also received a bid 
to the Motor Citv Bowl on Dec 
26. 
"We are very thankful to go 
back to the Motor City Bowl. 
Everything about the Motor City 
Bowl is first class, and we can't 
wait to be a part of it again," 
Amstutz said. 
Saturday night's game was a 
story of two halves, as the 
Falcons dominated the first and 
the Rockets took command of 
the second. 
I thought it was a hard-fought 
game." said BG head coach 
Urban Meyer. "I thought it was a 
great game for the Mid- 
American Conference III was 
very disappointed in our play 
Obviously you ain't give up 500 
yards and win. The thing we have 
to do some evaluation of in the 
big games is our oflense. They 
are not performing at the level 
they need to perform." 
The Rockets jumped out to an 
early 7-0 lead in the first quarter, 
but the Falcons answered back. 
Quarterback tosh Harris car- 
ried the ball three yards into the 
end/one to set a school record 
with his 20th touchdown of the 
season. I le also set a MAC record 
with 59 combined rushing and 
receiving touchdowns in his 
career. 
On the Falcons' next drive, 
kicker Shaun Suisham kicked 
one through the goalposts to 
extend BG's lead to 10-7. 
The Rockets fumbled a snap 
on their next possession and BG 
defensive back Michael Malonc 
recovered the ball for the Falcons 
on UT's 30-yard line. 
I larris led the Falcons 30 yards 
in 54 seconds and ran the ball 18 
yards into the endzone for his 
second touchdown on the night, 
giving the Falcons a 17-7 lead. 
Toledo's quarterback Brian 
lones then drove die Rockets 60 
yards and threw a 20-yard pass to 
Andrew Clarke to cut ihe 
Falcons'lead to 17-14. 
"At the beginning of the season 
everybody underestimated Brian 
Jones — players, coaches and 
even Brian himself." Amstutz 
said. "He has done a tremen- 
dous job this season. He is our 
leader and quite a football play- 
er." 
However, that would lie the 
last score of the half for the 
Rockets Running liack B.I. lane 
blocked the Rockets' next punt 
and wide receiver Cornelius 
McGrady recovered at the UT 17- 
yard line. He returned the ball 
seven yards to the Rocket 10- 
yard line. 
I larris kept the ball again and 
lushed one yard for another 
Falcon touchdown. At the end of 
the first half the Falcons led 24- 
II. 
"losh Harris is a great player." 
Amstutz said. "He has tremen- 
dous talent. We made them 
IBGSU] play on a long field and 
we played strong team defense." 
The second half, however, was 
a different story, as the Falcons 
were unable to find the endzone. 
Both teams were forced to 
punt on dieir first drives of the 
second half. 
On the Falcons' next drive, 
they faked a punt on fourth 
down and three, linebacker 
Mitch Hewitt nished two yards, 
hut not enough to make the first 
down, so the Rockets Nxik over. 
10SS, PAGE 9 
dim Schooler HCVw. 
SACKED: BG quarterback Josh Harris is taken down In Saturday night's loss to Toledo. Harris ran for three 




By Joel Hammond 
SPCRIS toitOR 
I hue indies were not (he 
difference in Saturday night's 
42-24 Toledo win at the Glass 
Bowl. Those three inches 
were the difference (Hi one 
big play in the game, but a 
second half filled with 
Bowling Green mistakes and 
ihe lakons' inability to stop 
Toledo's rushing attack 
essentially cost them their 
tenth win and a possible bowl 
bid 
With the Falcons leading 
24-14 and the ball on fourth 
down at their own 49, BG 
Coach Urban Meyer, like he 
has so often throughout his 
two-year tenure, pulled the 
trigger, calling for a fake punt. 
I In- play, a direct snap to 
iiph.uk Mitch Hewitt, went 
for35 yards and a crucial first 
down against Western 
Michigan over a month ago. 
ITiis time, it didn't work out 
so well. 
Hewitt got the call again. 
but Toledo saw it coming, 
and stuffed Hewitt three 
inches short of the first down. 
I hen. the floodgates opened. 
"I regret it |the fake punt 
calll," Meyer said. "But our 
program is an extremely 
aggressive program. We're 
going to continue to do those 
things. We saw something 
than and came up an inch 
short." 
Toledo scored four unan- 
swered touchdowns and ran 
away from the Falcons, win- 
ning 42-24. Therein those 
four unanswered touch- 
downs Toledo took advan- 
tage of something they had 
been setting up throughout 
the whole game: a tired 
Bowling Green defense. 
Through one half, Toledo 
had seven more minutes in 
time of possession than BG, 
and had run 10 more offen- 
SECOND HALF, PAGE 9 
"The Detroit game told me what we needed to work on, and the 
Tiffin game told me we were better at those things." 
DAN DAKICH, MEN'S BASKETBALL COACH 
Falcons drop Tiffin 
By Joel Hammond 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Kevin Netler and Cory Ryan 
scored 19 points apiece, and 
three other Falcons scored in 
double figures to lead BG to a 
dominating 91-57 win over visit- 
ing Tiffin Saturday. 
lohn Reimold had 16, while 
< .eniuiin Fitch Scored 11 and Ron 
lewis chipped in 10 for BG, now 
I -1 on the season. 
Tiffin did keep the game close 
through much of the first half, 
but a 23-4 run to close the half 
put the Falcons ahead for good. 
Kenny Salway had 12 for the visi- 
tors, and Lucius Sullivan had 10. 
Bowling Green was able to force 
29 turnovers in the game 
BG Coach Dan Dakich said he 
wasn't sure if the Tiffin game 
helped gel his team ready for a 
stretch of games in which the 
Falcons will face Buffalo, 
Northwestern,   Michigan   and 
Stay tuned tor tomorrow's BG News 
tor a complete preview ot a 
men'sAvomen's basketball 
doubteheader at Anderson Arena. 
Alabama 
"I thought we didn't get out to a 
huge lead," Dakich said. "We had 
to play through not playing well, 
we had to play through exhaus- 
tion from the week we had and 
we had to play through with only 
eight guys. They pressed some, so 
we had to deal with that. 
"The Detroit game told me 
what we needed to work on, and 
the liffin game told me we were 
better at those things," Dakich 
said. 
Dakich spoke much after the 
Falcons' season-opening loss to 
Detroit-Mercy about the pace at 
which the Titans played, and said 
he was happier with his team's 
pace during the Tiffin game. 
"I thought our pace was much 
better," Dakich said. "When you 
go .ii a fastei pace, though, you 
have to execute. We missed 13 
layups that we counted on tape. 
Which are shots that as a college 
basketball player, you have to 
make. A lot of the reason for that 
is because we were going really 
fast. We're trying to get going at 
one pace in practice and games." 
Due to an injury to forward 
losh Almanson and freshman 
Raheem Moss' not dressing due 
to violation of team rules, the 
Falcons only played with eight 
players, including walk-on 
Patrick Phillips. Dakich said 
Almanson, who has been bat- 
tling an ankle/foot injury 
through much of the preseason 
and into the regular season, will 
likely play tomorrow night in 
Kit conference opener against 
BASKETBALL PAGE 9 
Redd only Falcon on 
conference first team 
Wide receiver Robert Redd 
was the only Bowling Green 
Falcon named to the Mid- 
\nieiican Conference's first 
team, while three Falcons 
earned second team honors in 
the poll of the conferences 
coaches. 
Linebacker Chris llaneline, 
defensive back Janssen Patton, 
offensive lineman Dennis 
VVendel and defensive lineman 
Alex Glantzis were named to 
ihe second team. Northern 
Illinois landed six players on the 
first team, while Marshall and 
Toledo had lour apiece. 
Redd finished the season 
with a school-record 83 recep- 
tions, for 973 yards, the latter of 
which ranks him second on the 
all-time list. He caught nine 
touchdowns. 
llaneline led the team in 
tackles with 95, including nine 
Ini loss, and had one sack. 
Glantzis totaled 59 tackles, and 
bad two sacks, and Patton had 
63 tackles and three intercep- 
CnmSdwolwBCNnn 
STIFF-ARM: Robert Redd makes a move on a Western 
Michigan detender. Redd was named All-MAC yesterday. 
tions. 
Redd joined Marshall's Byron 
Icftwich, Darius Watts and 
Sieve Snullo. Ball Stale's Marcus 
MerrJweather, Western 
Michigan's Mobolaji Afariogun. 
Miami's Matt Robillard and 
Northern Illinois' Vince 
Thompson as repeat first- 
learners. 
GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS 
8 Tuesday December 3.2002 JSIW.IN WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM SPORTS Tuesday. December 3,200? 9 
Toledo scores     Big Rocket second half dooms BG 
28 unanswered 
LOSS. FROM PAGE 7 
Toledo's Trinity Dawson rushed 
for three touchdowns, while 
Clarke caught another touchdown 
pass to give the Rockets a 42-24 
victory over the Falcons. 
Toledo outrushed the Falcons 
269-77, while Harris completed 15 
of 30 passes for 165 yards and was 
intercepted twice, both in the sec- 
ond half. 
With 223 yards of total offense in 
the UT game, Harris set a new 
school single-season record in that 
category. Harris now has 3,162 
yards of total offense in 2002, 
breaking Brian McClure's record of 
3.009 yards (1983). 
The Falcons set a new MAC 
record for touchdowns in a season, 
with 65. Marshall's 1997 team held 
the old mark of 64. 
BG finished the season 9-3 over- 
all and 6-2 in the MAC, while 
Toledo ended the regular season 
10-2 overall and 7-1 in MAC play. 
"The next step of building our 
program is to win a game like this 
and to win a game like we had to 
play a couple of weeks ago," Meyer 
said. "A year ago we won eight. This 
year we won nine. Our goal is to 
win 10 next year." 
The 2002 Falcon team is just the 
seventh in school history, and the 
first since 1994, to have nine over- 
all wins 
The Falcons, after going 2-9 in 
2000, have a record of 17-6 over the 
past two seasons. 
SECOND HALF, FROM PAGE 7 
sive plays. Yet. BG's offense had 
taken advantage of their 
opportunities, including a 
blocked punt at the end of the 
first half, to take a 24-14 lead 
into the intermission. 
Where BG succeeded in the 
first half, though, was their 
ultimate downfall in the sec- 
ond, lust five BG first downs in 
the second half combined 
with the Falcons' defense 
being on the field for nearly 
two-thirds of the game gave 
Toledo an easy solution to 
their deficit in the second half: 
run the ball. 
With previous starter 
William Bratton sidelined with 
a fractured ankle through the 
last four weeks, it was a rush- 
by-committee attack for the 
Rockets, as Astin Martin (120 
yards) and Trinity Dawson (98 
yards) combined with quar- 
terback Brian lones (45 yards) 
to keep the Falcons' defense 
off balance. 
"I think we made a big deal 
about staring that second half 
with some momentum." 
Meyer said. "But the offense 
stalled out two straight drives, 
and our defense is on the field 
for 83 plays, compared to just 
60 for them." 
Toledo Coach Tom Amstutz 
agreed that the Rockets were 
able to wear down the Falcons. 
"BowlingGreen gave usa lot 
of different looks on defense 
early in the game," Amstutz 
said. "We took a while to 
adjust, but our linemen 
gained momentum as (he 
game went on, and our guys 
are usually able to wear down 
teams in the fourth quarter. 
We wore them down, and kept 
playing hard." 
ChnsSchooHrBCNew! 
RUNNING ROOM: BG tailback Joe Alls runs through a hole in the 
Toledo defensive line Saturday night. 
Falcons face Buffalo tomorrow night 
BASKETBALL FROM PAGE 7 
Buffalo. 
"We're going to have him do 
some things in half court, and 
today he will do some spot stuff 
in practice, but he's going to play 
Itomorrow]," Dakich said. "He's 
got a bunch of garbage in his 
ankle, and there's a tendon that 
goes along all that stuff and it's 
painful.... We're hoping that from 
the treatments he's had every day 
and the immobilization that 
we've got a handle on it." 
Due to a peculiar schedule, the 
Falcons are now ready for the 
Buffalo Bulls, the Mid-American 
Conference opener for both 
teams. The Bulls enter the game 
at 2-2, including just a one-point 
loss to Detroit, a team that beat 
BG 75-61. 
"This is a big game for us," 
Dakich said. "The season is 
determined by how you do in the 





signs with Phillies 
Tim Thome signed ash- 
\r.ii (ontrad with the 
Philadelphia Phillies yester- 
day. For die deal to become 
final, Thome must pass a 
physical. 
Philadelphia is aggressive- 
ly trying to improve as ir pre- 
pares to move into its new 
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Campus Events Lost/Found 
r i 
Travel 
Panels from the Names Project 
AIDS Quilt are being displayed in 
the Multipurpose room of the Union 
on Dec. 3, 4, & 5 Irom 11-5. Please 
slop in to witness this powerful dis- 
play. In addition, as part of World 
AIDS week, ihe play "Pedro & Judd" 
based on the life of Pedro from the 
MTV Real World Series will be 
shown Dec. 3, 4 & 5 at 7:30pm in 
the Union Theatre Rm. Admission is 
free to all events. 
FOUND 





Opportunities. Junior Achievement 
Open House Wed. Dec. 4,12-9. 
2239 Cheyenne Blvd. Toledo. 




»1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Hottest Destinations ■ Best Prices 
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted 
1-800-234-7007 
endlesssummer1ours.com 
—ACT FAST! Save $$$, Get Spring 
Break Discounts!....! 888 THINK 
SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)/ 
www.springbroakdiscounts.com 
"AT LAST!! SPRING BREAK 
IS NEAR" 
Book today for...Free meals, parties 
& drinks. 2 Free trips, Lowest prices. 
Sunsplashtours.com 
1-800-426-7710 
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS 
America's #1 Student Tour Operator 
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free 
Information/Reservations 
1-800-648-4849 
or www.slstravel com 
"SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica, 
S. Padre & Florida. Free parlies, 
food & drinks! BEST hotels & LOW- 
EST priceslwww.breakerslravel.com 
(800) 575-2026 
SPRING BREAK INSANITY 
www.inler-camous com or call 
1-800-327-6013 guaranteed lowest 
prices! Free Drinks/meals/Trips! 




We can help!! 
Call Today! 
Toll Free: 1-877-523-2981 
.10 00 DANCES 
COM* **• Hi* area's 
finest compels to »ee 
who take* hen* 
Hie crown 
135S.BYRNERD. TOLEDO 419531.0079 
JL 
S-T\A»JT SPERMS 
"All Day, Everyday" 




Sun:     11am-1:30am 
(papa) 







1 Extra Large 1 Item     I 
*e**i 
BGSU Department of Theatre 
and Horizon Youth Theatre presents 
<1ilaplnl by Cf. Seoll <Keqan 
Eva Saint Marie Theatre 
December 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, at 8:00 p.m. 
December 7 & 8, at 2:00 p.m. 
419-372-2719 
«I>M<IAI<l>\I<l>\l<IAltl>\l<l>M<DM<l>M<l>M 
Phi Mu C« angratulates 
their  new  In itated  Members 
Bianca Arriozola Adrianne Lee 
Amy Bledenbach Jen Maitlen 
Plana Burbante Katie McCool 
Cat Camarillo Mamie Molen 
Becca demons Emily Pallas 
Liz Colitre Emily Ream 
Laura Dixon Kim Ricker 
Christy Evans Alison Schlenk 
Courtney George Gretchen Schmuck 
Katie Gordyn Meredith Walker 
Tami Harmon . ■■-.' •, 




Services Offered Wanted 
Think you're pregnant? 
Know all the facts 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Personals 
Need 2 tickets for Dec. undergrad 
ceremony Willing to pay $$$ money 
$SS Call 354-4244 or lessiglObgnot 
One male subleaser needed for 
spring 2003. Great low price. 
525 E Merry 419-353-0591 
Wanted 
1 Female subleaser needed 
ASAP thru May 31 si. $200 mo 
Contact Kelly at 419-308-7711 
Dec. graduation tickets needed 
Will pay money. 
Call 419-308-2620. Ask lor Dustin. 
Female subleaser needed (or spring 
semester. Apt. is walking distance 
from campus Rent $168.75. 
Call Dee at 353-1170 
Graduation Tickets Needed. 
Will Pay. 
Call 352-6070 
Graduation tickets needed 
Will pay. 
Call Nicote at 354-0374 
Sterling Univ. apt. avail Female 
roommate needed ASAP-May 03. 
Rent S325/mo. Call 419-353-2441 
Subleaser needed tor ettictency at 
451 Thurstin Very dose to campus, 
laundry facilities, low utilities, 
parking, Call 353-1394 
Wanted grad tickets for Dec., up to 7 
tickets needed- will pay. 1-440-877- 
9498 or vitasal@bgnet bgsu edu 
I 
Our 16rh Year1 Award Warning Company* 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise  $299 
l Dart • i+w MNM • rrw t*a>iM* • l*d«*w T«MI 
Cancun $459 
7 l%M> - AM K HaM • fiM r*>« ft M Hn. •( DrtM 
Jamaica $46 




The fear that wherever 
you are, a duck is 
watching! 
Plan ahead for SUMMER at 





SUMMER 2003 SCHEDULE 
ON-LINE DECEMBER 2 
at conted.bgsu.edu 
• Prepare to register via the Web or 
Star beginning February 11 
• Select your classes—updated 
nightly on the Web 
• Check out summer dates, deadlines 
and registration information 
Continuing Education, 
International & Summer Programs 
Bowling Green State University 
419.372.9141 KEVCOOC 
10 Wednesday. December 3,2002 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Take a 
Break! 
We've got great savings 
on great things to eat. 
Stop by today! 
 COUPON — 
FREE 
Keebler 
Chips Deluxe Cookies 
I One 13.8-18 oz. pkg. with additional S10 purchase 
Coupon good only at Food Town 
ana expires December 14, 2002 o 
PLU20498 
Chil,.p<-luxe 
I COUPON - ---, 
I 
I FREE Nabisco Wheat Thins, Triscuit 
or Flavored Snack Crackers 
I      (excludes harvest chips & air crisps varieties) 
One 6.75-10 oz. box with additional S10 purchase 
Coupon good only at Food Town 
and expires December 14, 2002 o II o oo™o* 4 * I 
1980S. Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio - Phone: 352-3655 
Open 7am -Midnight Everyday 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
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ACROSS 
1 Faction 
5 Aromatic conifer 
10 "_ Sanctorum" 
14 Sixth Hebrew month 




20 Dallas sch. 
21 Too boring 
23 Ways of acting 
25 Liquor used in grog 
26 Transport 
28 Stuffed pastas 
33 Ram of the zodiac 
34 Lone 
35 Pinta's sister ship 
36 In need 




1 Insolent rejoinder 
2 City on the Ijsselmeer 
3 Defamatory 
4 Play about Capote 
5 Dana of 
"Wayne's World" 
6 McClurg and Bricked 




11 Advertising award 
12 Vegetarian's staple 
13 Those in favor 
18 Portends 
22 Letters tor drunk 
drivers 
24 Excessively staid 
26 Fowl choice 
27 University of Maine 
location 
28 Customary line of 
travel 




34 Eastern European 
37 Resorts to tricks 
41 Push upward 
43 Gunslinger Hollklay 
44 Spreads news of 




50 Stephen King's dog? 
51 Caesar's direction 
53 Expel 
54 Applications 
57 Federal tax agcy. 
41 Afrikaners 
42 Rapid decline 
44 Bonus 
45 Fierce mythical bird 





58 Brummell or Bridges 
59 Drive out 
60 Subterfuge 
61 Matched groups 
62 Tender spots 
63 Mach+ jets 
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vegetarian Cafe & 
| Health Food store 
175 N. Mam St. Bowling Green (419)354-7000 
Open Mon-Sal 10-9, Sun 12-9 
Coupon Good for ONE FREE Meal 
with ani) P.irUi Of 3 P_r^°.r^ 
Help Wanted Help Wanted For Rent 
$250 a day potential bartending 
Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 541 
Bartenders needed. No experience 
necessary Earn up to $300 a day. 
1-866-291-1884 ext. U112. 
EARN SSSS FOR THE HOLIDAYS 
$17 guaranteed based-appt. Work 
lull or pt/time during break Continue 
in 03. Scholarships/internships avail, 
conditions exist. Apply now start 
alter finals. Call 419-865-9741 
Lawn maintenance 
Pan i lull time positions available. 
Call 352-5822 
Now Hiring. Arby's is looking lor 
energetic superstars. Competitive 
wages. Ilex, hrs., lull & pt/time 
positions avail. Slop by our location 
at 1024 N. Mam or call 354-2729 
Part-Time Internship Ad Sales. PR. 
Distribution. Well Paid Flexible 
Hours. E-mail ucalQbendnet.com 
with 'Intern' in subject line. 
WlChpvia SwurWM Now Hiring 
Part-time Stockbroker Assistant. 
Applicant should be interested in 
becoming a stockbroker Duties 
include: contacting clients and 
prospects on investments, stock/mu- 
tual lund research, client mailings. & 
computer    operations.     Ideal    lor 
Freshmen & Sophomores. Wages & 
hours: Flexible. 419-861-9838 







IlilKdiilr Apt. I082 Fairview. 
2 Bdrms - A/C 
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal 
Bath & 1/2 - Washer/Dryer Hook-up 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt. 215 E Poc 




Willow Howe Apt. 830 4th St. 
I Bdrm - A/C 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Call 353-5800 
Stop by our office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
http://www.meccabg.com 
1993 Eagle Summit LX Wagon 
116K. Good Condition. $2700 OBO 
419-873-1715 
'91 Toyota pick-up. 5 spd.. sun root, 
liberglass cap, bucket seats. 1 own- 
er, very clean. $3500. 419-353-4689 
'99 Dakota RT. 30 K. tinted win- 
dows. sunroof, remote start w/ 
alarm, 330 HP w/ upgraded engine. 
Asking $15,000 OBO 419-8970558 
Bed brand new. Oueen size pillow 
top set, lull warranty. Will sacrifice 
$165 can deliver. Call 419-392-7465 
For Sale: 1996 Plymouth Neon. 
4-door, automatic. A/C, Green. 
$2500 OBO. 419-873-0060 
Good looking '93 Mazda 626 CD, 
new tires. S3,200 or best offer. 
419-352-7317 evenings. 
Kenwood Passive Sub-Wooler SW- 
15HT 100 WT. for home theater sys- 
tem. Brand new, never used 1 yr. 
warranty.   Asking   $100.   419-287- 
9821. 
RCART2250 home theater. Audio- 
video receiver. 350 watt, 6 speaker 
system $125  Call 354-3208. 
Subleaser needed Jan-May 
1 Bdrm. Large apt. Close to cam- 
pus $400/mo Call 352-6070 
3 bdrm. duplex avail. Aug 15, 
Close to univ., no pets. 
Lg. 3 bdrm. apt. avail. July., 
Close to univ., no pets. 
2 bdrm. apt avail in July. 
Close to univ., no pets 
Call 419-352-4773 
For Rent 
" 2nd semester leases avail, dis- 
counted rates. Starts at S220/mo. 
Call 353-0325 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
••'03-04 house & apt. listings avail. 
Located 24/7 at 316 E. Merry »3 or 
will mail them. All next to campus. 
Signing leases now Call 353-0325 
9am-9pm 
"Fully furnished efficiency $455 lor 
1 person. Monthly teases, includes 
all utilities, cable, phone. Call 
Buckeye Inn S Studios. 352-1520 
1 Bdrm apt available now 
Gas heat, water & sewer free. 
Call 419-354-9740 
1 bdrm. apt. lor sublease. Spring '03 
semester. $415 plus util./mo. Please 
call 353-3453 lor more info. 
2 bdrm. apts. available in serene 
park-like setting From $500 mo., 
includes appliances, heat, & 
refurbished entries 
Bowling Green Village 
 419-352-6335  
2 Bdrm. furn. apt for tall sem. or 
03/04 school yr. $450/mo includes 
util. No pets, no smoking Close to 
campus. Ask lor Tim 353-5074. 
2 bed home. CIs. to campus. Grt. 
cond. yard. shed, pre-wired surr. 
snd 5600/mo. Call 494-1465 
2 bedroom., furnished 
1 block from campus. 
 352-5239  
2 RmtM natded lor Jan S262 plus 
util. 1 mm. to campus. 1 min. to dntn 
Own rm/prking Chris 419-353-3199. 
839 7th St »11  1 Bdrm. unlurn. apt. 
Dishw, AC, new carpet, bath. 
$385/mo. * electr. Dep.$385. 
419-354-2260 
Available Dec 2002. 3-4 bdrm 
house. Completely remodeled. 
419-308-2456 
BRAND NEW 1 bdrm apl. tor Jan- 
Dec. lease. Great for Dec 03 grads 
A/C, dshwsh, vaulted ceilings, close 
to campus. $410/mo. 419-344-6607 
BRAND NEW APT    O Starting, on 
Napoleon. Immediate Occupancy or 
move in 2nd semester. Furnished, 
incl. Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub, Ill- 
ness  &  computer  ctr, air co.  and 
parking.   No   Deposit.   Take   over 
lease thru May 2003  $355/mo. Will 
pay share ol utilities until Dec 31 
and rent free until Jan 1. $100 Cash 
Bonus if signed by Jan. 1. Call 419- 
346-3486. 
Female subleaser needed 
for Jan. '03 until Aug '03. 
$250 plus util Call 352-6833. 
Female   subleaser   needed   ASAP 
Own  bed/bath.  Close  to  campus. 
$312.50 & eleo/mo. Jen 352-1273 
Female Subleaser Needed Avail, lor 
immediate move-in. Own room/bath 
in house. $250/mo. Dec. rent free 
Contact ApnlDawn at 419-308-1969. 
Furnished 2 BR apt. Close to cam- 
pus. Avail. Spring Semester 
 Call 419-353-2891  
House lor Rent. 236 Troup St. 
Avail. Fall 03-Spring 04 $1000/mo • 
utilities No pets. 419-308-1405 
Houses & Apts. for 2003-2004 
school yr. 1-3 person homes avail., 
12 mo. leases only Steve Smith 
419-352-8917. No calls after 8pm. 
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Oflice 
Lg  2 Bdrm  apt  close to campus 
Nice complex, great neighbors, 
pets allowed. Call 419-352-2919 
Now Renting 2003-2004 
800 3rd St.-1 or 2 bdrms. 
616 2nd St-3 bdrms. & eflic. 
137N. Church-1 bdrm. 
For more inlo call 354-9740 
Spring Semester Rentals Available 
Good selection & good locations 
Call John Newlove Real Estate 
Rental Oflice. 354-2260 
Subleaser needed ASAP for large 2 
Bdrm. lower apt. w/patio $395/mo 
Call Libbie C 353-5847 
Subleaser needed ASAP 1 bdrm , 1 
bath, pets allowed, pay electic only. 
Dec. 23-May 11  725 9lh St. »3. Call 
Molly 352-7071. 
Subleaser needed lor Jan 03 
5340/mo, fully lum. Will pay 1st 
months' itUIW. Call Mike 353-3892 
Sublsr  -ended ASAP till May. Own 
room, y   at location, only $200/mo 
« 1/3 util. Inlo. call Oarli 353-7739 
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Get all the pieces at the Off-Campus Housing Fair 
2 Tuesday. December 03.2002 OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING GUIDE 2002 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Ban SaangK BG NBK 
FOR RENT: Greenbriar is one of many realtors located in Bowling Green. 
Their main office, shown here, is located on East Wooster by Dairy Mart. 
TABLE OF 
CONTENTS 
Insurance For Renters Page 3 
The transistion to off-campus housing should include looking 
for renter's insurance. 
No Pets Allowed Page 4 
While most landlords allow fish and caged birds, few allow 
cats and dogs. 
Off-Campus Housing Fair Page 6-7 
The Union will host the 20th annual Off-Campus Housing Fair 
today from 2:30p.m. to 5:00p.m. 
Legal Rights of Renting Page 8 
Local realtors suggest students should be aware of their legal 
rights involved with renting. 
Cheaper Food Found Off-Campus Page 10 
Students find better prices at Kroger and Meijer than at on- 
campus convenience stores such as Chily's. 
Repecting Your Neighbor Page 11 




641 Third St. #4 
midammanor@yahoo.com 
2 Bdr. Apts. & Houses 
in walking distance of campus. 
Special thanks to the 
following for helping in 
the production of the 
Off-Campus Housing 
Guide 2002: 
Jeff Braun, Design Editor 




Ben Swanger, Photo Editor 
(cover photos) 
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Insurance available to renters 
By Andrew Scharl 
REPORTER 
There are many issues facing stu- 
dents who make ihe transition to off- 
campus housing, and one such issue 
is insurance coverage. 
As students move from an on- 
campus facility to their own off-cam- 
pus home, more personal property is 
brought along. For some, the 
increased property may cause a need 
(ot renter's insurance. 
Renter's insurance is personal 
property coverage against fire, the 
destruction or theft of property and 
personal liability. If there was a fire 
and everything was destroyed, 
renter's iiisuiance would help bring 
that property back. 
"It enables you to be put back to 
your pre-loss condition," Chuck 
Johnson, an All-State insurance 
agent, said. 
Jeff Crawford, sales associate for 
Brook's Insurance points to the 
recent fire at a University of Toledo 
apartment building. That type of sit- 
uation would  have lent itself to 
OFF-CAMPUS LIVING TIPS 
KNOW YOUR OWNER: 
Always know who you're renting 
from. Find out how many rental 
units they own, and how the 
current residents feel about them. 
KNOW THE PRICE: 
Make sure before you sign the 
lease you know exactly how long 
the lease is and how much it 
costs. Also find out if any utilities, 
such as water or sewer, are paid 
for by the owner. 
•KNOW YOUR R00MATRS): 
Don't live with people you don't 
know and especially don't trust. 
Good roommates are the ones that 
respect the house or apartment 
you plan on living in, your personal 
things, as well as shared 
belongings. 
DIVIDE THE BILLS: 
Decide among your roommates 
who will pay for what. Dividing up 
the rent, utilities, phone, cable and 
internet bills will make it easier to 
keep track of the bills, and not put 
too much pressure on one person's 
bank account. 
renter's insurance. Any property 
destroyed in that lire and covered by 
renter's insurance would have been 
replaced. 
Crawford believes renters' Insur- 
ance is something more students 
should take advantage of. 
"If you poll the students I bet a low 
percentage of them have renter's 
insurance," Crawford said. 
Crawford sees many benefits of 
having renter's insurance. Students 
tend not to realize how quickly their 
property starts to add up. Renter's 
insurance is also fairly inexpensive. 
The cost per year on average is any- 
where between S80 to $200, depend- 
ing on how much property will be 
covered. 
The renter's insurance also covers 
the renter from persona] liability. If 
someone was injured inside your 
property do to a negligent act, then 
the insurance may cover the dam- 
ages. According to Johnson, each 
insurance company will have their 
own underwriting guidelines on 
renter's insurance. It is important to 
HIGHIAND 
MANAGEMENT 
130 B. Washington St. Bowling Green 
419-354-6036 
check with them as to their policies. 
For American Family insurance, 
the place of residence has to meet 
certain qualifications in order to 
apply for coverage. Insurance com- 
panies also put a limit on the amount 
of roommates to receive coverage 
through one policy 
"It is in the best interest of every- 
one for each roommate to have their 
own renter's insurance policy," 
lohnson said. 
Having renter's insurance is not 
enough. It is also helpful for students 
to have documentation of their per- 
sonal belongings that are in their 
house or apartment. After an inci- 
dent, an insurance adjuster will look 
for proof as to what was lost. Keeping 
receipts for items or photographs 
and videotape is helpful in recover- 
ing the lost property. 
"Having documentation is very 
important, especially if you have cer- 
tain kinds of valuables," Gloria 
F.ckert, office manager for American 
Family Insurance, said. 
The Highlands- Graduate 
housing One bedroom. Laundry 
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet! 
Jay-Mar Apis. Quiet housing 
Spacious, laundry facilities in 
building, A/C, Gas heat, 
Call 354-6036 lor a showing. 
The Homestead - Graduate 
Housing One and two bedroom. 
A/C, on-site laundry, ceramic tile, 
soundprool construction, dish- 
washers, skylights, vaulted ceil- 
ings. 354-6038 
Additional Sites to Choose from: 
Liberty Street. Summit Hill 
We'll lake care ot you. Best price, 
well maintained, privacy and dead- 





V highland@wcnel.org J 
HOUSE FIRE: Rental property at 835 Second St. caught fire Oct. 16. 
Having renter's insurance can enable residents to regain destroyed proper- 
ty. It also protects against theft and responsibility for others' injuries. 
Housing Fair 2002 Participants 
Ashdon & Indian Rivers Apts. Preferred Properties 
Bowling Green Village Apts. Spitler & Violet Rentals 
Carty Rentals Sterling University Enclave 
Double D Rentals University Village 
Frobose Rentals University Court 
Greenbriar, Inc. 
Highland Industries 
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc. 
KDZ Rentals 
K&K Properties 
Varsity Square Apts. 
Village Green Apts. 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Planning Dept. (City of BG) 
Municipal Utilities (City of BG) 
Wood County Solid Waste Dept. 
L&Ci Rentals 
Mecca Management 
Mid Am Management 
Newlove Realty Rentals 
Student Legal Services (campus) 
Residence Services (campus) 
BG News (campus) 
Student Life/ 
Newman Housing (St.Thomas More) 
= _ = , 
Off-Campus Student Serv. (campus) 
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Pets cause renting challanges 
left Braun 6G News 
PETS: Local Bowling Green resident "Logan" sits in his owner's off-campus house. While most landlords allow 
fish and caged birds, few allow cats and dogs. Even then, such pets can lead to additional fees. 
»/ 
•i 
LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE??? 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm 
apis. 9 and 12 month leases. 
Furnished Available. 
UNIVERSITY COURTS 
1&2 bedrooms for mature students. 
Quiet and cozy environment. 
Furnished Available. 
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER 







Mercer at Clough 
Short block S. of Wooster 
ALL LOCATIONS 
• 'Tenent Friendly" Management 
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance 
• central air & heat 
• convenient laundry facilities 
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop 
• Short walk to Library. Student Rec 
Center and all campus facilities. 
'There is more damage when pets are allowed 
in apartments." 
RON NEWL0VE 
NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE 
By Jennifer PaJicka 
REPORT!" 
When students decide to move off 
campus, they have a variety of hous- 
ing options to choose from. As stu- 
dents decide what option is right for 
Uiem, there are important questions 
they need to keep in mind. 
One question that some students 
may ask is if animals are allowed in 
certain rental units. 
The majority of rental units do 
allow fish in aquariums and non- 
exotic birds in cages. 
Some, though, do allow dogs and 
cats. 
lohn Newlove Real Estate Co. is 
one company that allows dogs and 
cats, but only in certain buildings. 
"There is more damage when pets 
are allowed in apartments," said Ron 
Newlove, of Newlove Real Estate. 
They only allow dogs and cats in 
certain buildings in order to contain 
substantial damage that can occur. 
Bowling Green Village Apartments, 
located on Napoleon Road., does 
allow cats, but not dogs in its apart- 
ments. Lori Moorman, property 
manager, said cats are allowed over 
dogs because they don't make as 
much noise. 
Winthrop Terrace Apartments, 
though, do not allow dogs or cats at 
all. 
"Dogs and cats are not allowed 
because of the mess they leave and 
the apartment turnover rate," Bob 
Spratt, manager of Winthrop Terrace 
Apartments, said. 
There are consequences if a cat or 
dog is found in a rental unit when 
there was not supposed to be one. In 
Winthrop Terrace Apartments, a 
notice is sent out to the renter, telling 
him/her to get rid of the animal 
immediately. In addition, possession 
of an illegal pet will result in a fine. 
PETS. PAGE 5 
FALL 2003 LEASING 
IS IN FULL SWING! 
1 Mercer Manor • Columbia Courts 
1 Frazee Apts. • Ridge Manor 
1 Field Manor • Merry St. 
Campbell Hill 'HeinzApts. 
Buff Apts • Millikin Apts 
• Many Houses Available 
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apts. Available. 
Many locations! 
SEE YOU AT THE OFF-CAMPUS 
HOUSING FAIR 
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 3rd! 
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t 
et lovers may pay more for housing 
ns. FROM PAGE 4 
For Ihe apartmenls and rental 
units that do allow dogs and cats, a 
higher deposit is required. Hoorman 
of Bowling Green Village said that 
renters with cats have to pay a SI50 
deposit and $20 a month per cat. The 
$150 is given back at the end of the 
lease, unless substantial damage 
from the cat(s) has occured. At lohn 
Newlove Real Estate Units, renters 
have to pay a non-refundable pet 
deposit of $225. 
The extra money is used for the dif- 
ferent cleaning materials that are 
used to clean the carpet of the rental 
units with animals. The cleaning 
process is the same in all units, 
according lo both Hoorman and 
Newlove, but different cleaning 
chemicals and materials that are 
used in the units where pets were 
[ Interested in 
Moving OfT 
Campus^  " Newman Housing 
| Still need a 
place for 
Jjpring! 
St. Thomas More University Parishf 
There's StUI Housing In BG!! 
• Double: $850/semester 
• Single: $1600/semester 
• Summer: $60/weck 
Come Join Our Community! 
Located on Thurstin Ave across from 
MacDonald Hall 
Free Cable/Utilities Included 
Free Parking across from Offenhauer Towers 
Onsite Kitchen and Laundry 
Semester Leases (Fall and Spring) 
Sorry No Pets 




^^   CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
1 
May & August 
Leases Available 
Call 352-9392 
for current listing 




If students want to live off-campus, 
but are afraid of not being able to 
bring their dog and'or cat with them, 
there are housing options available to 
accommodate pets. For renters who 
are afraid living somewhere where 
dogs or cats were once kept, the dif- 
ferent apartments and rented units 
arc cleaned thoroughly to rid the 
space of pet odors. 
left Braun K MM 






Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom 
Apartments in Town! 
starting at $285 
KoxKun     IVtlmont     Itirvhuood Itiiv "  MiiiiMull     snull liuikliims 
*Newly Renovated Haven House* 
Ail Residents receive a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa 
Indoor heated swimming pool & sauna. IlydraSpa Whirlpool, 
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower facilities. 







a a a 
Winthrop Terrace 
Apartments 
-Taking Applications Now- 
•Furnished & Unfurnished 
•Free Heat & Water 
• Laundromats 
•1  & 2 B.R. Apts. 
•Free high-speed internet coming this summer 
•24 hr. Maintenance 
Free Shuttle for all Residents 
"THIS IS A TERRIFIC PLACE TO LIVE" 
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION: 
419-352-9135 
400 Napoleon Road • Bowling Green, Ohio   43402 
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The Off Campus Housing 
ASHTON /INDIAN 
RIVERS APARTMENTS 
Over 25 yrs of business. 
They offer large modern fur- 
nished spacious living units 
ranging in price from $520- 
$900 with 10 and 12 month 
leases. They hope to see 
you soon!! 352-1104. 
BOWLING GREEN 
VILLAGE 
300 E. Napoleon Rd., has been 
in business since 1968.They 
offer one bedroom apartments 
for $465 and two bedrooms for 
$555.They are located 8 blocks 
from campus and allow kittens. 
Contact the office at 352-6335 
for more information. 
CARTY 
RENTALS 
located at 316 E. Merry St., #3, 
has been in business for 35 
years. John and Madonna Carty 
feature furnished houses, 
apartments, efficiencies and 
rooming houses. Prices are 
affordable, ranging from $150 
to $390 per person per month. 
Whether students are looking 
for 9,10,12 or 15 month leases, 
Carty Rentals can accommo- 
date them. All their properties 
are located close to campus in 
relatively quiet neighborhoods. 
Carty Rentals Suggests that 
students look at the market for 
rentals and begin their search 




Over 30 well-maintained or 
brand new houses very 
close to campus. Contact 
Frobose Rentals at 352- 
9392 for rental information. 
GREENBRIAR, 
INC. 
located at 445. E. Wooster, has 
been in business since 1966. 
Greenbriar features both fur- 
nished and unfurnished hous- 
es, apartments, efficiencies and 
town houses for student 
renters. Prices range from 
$250.00 per month to $1500 
per month. Greenbriar offers 
two types of leases, semester or 
academic year. Many of their 
units are located close to cam- 
pus for the students'conve- 
nience. Greenbriar suggests 
that students take their time 
when searching for a place to 
live and to make sure that what 
they choose is right for them. 




is located at 130 E.Washington 
and has been in business for 16 
years. Highland offers both fur- 
nished and unfurnished houses 
and apartments.Their proper- 
ties are competitively priced 
from $425 a month, and they 
offer a standard 12 month 
lease.They keep their proper- 
ties well maintained and 
respond to any problems within 
24 hours. Highland specializes 
in graduate student housing. 
Students looking for a quiet 
place with cordial management 
should give Highland 
Management a call at 354-6036. 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
located at 319. E. Wooster, has 
been in operation for 25 years. 
They feature over 900 rental 
units including houses and 
apartments, both furnished 
and unfurnished, at reasonable 
prices from $270 and up. John 
Newlove Real Estate offers aca- 
demic year, full year, and sum- 
mer leases. They pride them- 
selves on their high level of 
maintenance. John Newlove 
Real Estate would like the 
opportunity to help students 
find a suitable place for the 
best possible price. Call John 




is located at 1045 N. Main 
Street in same complex as A.A. 
Green Realty, and Marco's Pizza. 
Mecca offers houses and apart- 
ments, they have very eco- 
nomical and clean efficiencies 
starting at $250/month, to the 
large townhouses with base- 
ments, starting at $995/month. 
Mecca has what you are look- 
ing for and if not their friendly 
staff are more than happy to 
refer you to other student 
friendly offices. Apartment list- 
ings and layouts may be picked 
up at their office. Hours are 
8:00-5:00 Monday thru 
Friday, and they do have 
Saturday hours of 10:00-1:00 
during Spring Semester, or by 
appointments. You can also 
find helpful information and 
pictures of their properties on 
the net at: www.meccabg.com 
Mecca has an experienced full 
time maintenance staff that 
works hard at getting their 
work orders done the same day 
or the next. Mecca also has a 
24 hr. service for emergencies. 
Mecca Management looks for- 
ward to halping you in your 
apartment search. They may 
be reached at 353-5800. 
MID AM 
MANAGEMENT 
located at 641 Third Street., #4, 
has been operating for 20 
years.They feature both fur- 
nished and unfurnished apart- 
ments and duplexes at reason- 
able prices ranging from $350 
to $725 per month. Mid Am 
Management offers both 9 and 
12 month leases, as well as 
leases for summer term.They 
keep their properties well ser- 
viced, and treat students with 
respect. Give Mid Am 




located at 332 S. Main St, has 
been family owned and operat- 
ed for 40 years.They feature 
both furnished and unfur- 
nished condos, houses, apart- 
ments and duplexes. Prices are 
reasonable, ranging from $295 
to $900 per month. They offer 
9-1/2 month or 12 month leas- 
es. Newlove's properties are 
very well maintained and pets 
are permitted at certain loca- 
tions.They still have properties 
available and would be glad to 
help students find suitable 
housing. Give Newlove Realty 
Rentals a call at 352-5620 or e- 




is located on the second floor 
of the StudentUnion. Rental 
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property listings, rooms for rent 
in homes, list of available sub- 
leases, roommates needed, and 
students seeking rooms to rent. 
No charge for services provid- 




located at 530 S. Maple St., has 
been in business for 35 years. 
Both apartments and houses 
are offered ranging in price 
from $285 and up, with 9 or 12 
month leases and furnished or 
unfurnished. Preferred 
Properties offers a wide range 
of prices to meet the specific 
need of each person. All the 
properties are energy efficient 
with security lighting, laundry 
rooms, secure locks and ample 
parking. So, if you are looking 
for a quality living environment 
call Preferred Properties at 352- 




Located at 706 Napoleon 
Road, features a new resi- 
dential community like no 
other in the area. The com- 
munity features a fitness 
center, computer lab, 
resort-style pool with hot 
tub and a game room in the 
clubhouse. We have 120 
four-bedroom units. Each 
unit has private bedrooms, 
washer & dryer, patios or 
balconies, pantry, 
microwave, dishwasher and 
disposals. In addition fur- 
nished apartments are 
available. Sterling provides 
friendly, professional on-site 
management and 24-hour 
emergency maintenance. 
We lease individually by the 
bedroom for 12 month leas- 
es. Discover a new dimen- 
sion in College Apartment 
Living! Call 353-5100 Today 
because we are filling up 





is located at 433 Thurstin Ave. 
and has been operating for 
over 40 years.They feature fur- 
nished suites a community 
kitchen, on -site laundry facili- 
ties, study and recreation areas, 
and free parking across from 
Offenhauer Towers. Prices are 
reasonable at $900 per semes- 
ter for a double-occupancy 
room or $ 1700 for a single 
room. All utilities and cable 
included. Students have their 
choice of a semester or a 9-1/2 
month lease. Although 
St.Thomas More's rooms are 
located across the street from 
campus, they are usually very 
quiet. Rooms are well-main- 
tained and repairs are made 
promptly. Contact Carrie 
Heckman at 352-7555. 
STUDENT LEGAL 
SERVICES 
is located on campus in 401 
South Hall and provides free 
legal advice to students who 
have paid the legal service fee 
at the start of each semester. 
Professional consultation and 
representation including: Ian- 
lord-tenant disputes, lease 
reviews, etc. Free notary service 
also available. Call 372-2951. 
UNIVERSITY 
VILLAGE & COURTS 
located at 1520 Clough St. has 
been in business about 30 
years. Apartments are the only 
properties featured with 9 and 
12 month or summer leases. 
The prices start at $475. 
University Courts & Village is 
conveniently located to BGSU, 
restaurants and 1-75, and is a 
very well known renter in the 
area.They hope you come out 
and visit or call at 352-0164. 
VARSITY SQUARE 
APARTMENTS 
located at 1097 Varsity East, has 
been in business over 26 years. 
Located 2-1/2 miles from cam- 
pus, they cater more towards 
graduate students. They offer 
apartments ranging in price 
from $455-5635 with 9 and 12 
month leases. All apartments 
are single story and the appli- 
ances have all been upgraded 
recently. Varsity Square 




480 Lehman, offers affordable 
apartments anywhere from 
$360-$700.They offer 8-1/2 
month, summer, and year leas- 
es. Living at this "Home Away 
from Home" you will receive 
the benefits of a pool, picnic 
area, club house with pool 
tables, and a volleyball area. 





400 Napoleon, has been in 
business for over 30 years.They 
offer apartments from $430- 
$575 with 3.9, or 12 month 
leases. Living at Winthrop 
Terrace you will be provided 
with a shuttle to campus, a 
swimming pool, and excellent 
maintenance service. Free 
high speed internet coming in 
the summer. Students are well- 
liked and cared about at 
Winthrop Terrace. They hope to 
see you«fTOie housing fair or 
^•»i can talk with them by call- 
ing 352-9135. 
This is the PERFECT 
chance to see what 
off-campus living has 
to offer! 
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Student Leoal Seruices 
Your Laujfirm on Campus for landlord/Tenant matters 
Disputes Involving: 
• Repair Actions 
• Evictions 
• Late Security Deposit Refunds] 
• Unfair Damage Assessments 
• Lease Review 
To Schedule an Appointment 
Call 372-2951 
Located in 401 South Hall 
REPRESENTATION ▼  ADVICE   ▼ EDUCATION 
VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS 
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 
EXTRA AMENITIES • ONLY TWO BEDROOM APTS. AVAIL. 
Taking Applications Now! 
"A NICE PLACE TO LIVE" 
• OFFICE HOURS • 
Monday - Friday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment 
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION 
419-354-3533 
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
"The law is there to protect you, but you've got 
to use it; you've got to know about it." 
RODNEY A. FLEMING 
MANAGING ATTORNEY OF STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES 
Realtors stress 
knowing legal 
rights for renting 
■ i 
By Emily Hois 
GUCSl BtPOBTEB 
Renting for the first time is a big 
responsibility. Many college students 
now living on their own are used to 
their parents taking care of housing 
issues. 
Students are finding out that if they 
don't make the effort to educate 
themselves and enforce their rights, 
they may be taken advantage of. 
lunior Abby Roderick, who lives on 
North Summit Street, has had vari- 
ous problems with the house she 
currently rents; some have been seri- 
ous and demanded immediate 
attention. 
When a tree began to fall on her 
house, Roderick said she and her 
roommates made several calls to 
Preferred Properties, their property 
manager, notifying them of the situa- 
tion. 
Roderick said several weeks 
passed with no action in spite of per- 
sistence phone calls she, her room- 
mates and their parents made stress- 
ing the safety hazard and risk of 
property damage. 
"I don't think we get the respect we 
deserve as students,'' Roderick said. 
Much later, Roderick and her 
roommates found out that landlords 
and their representatives are not 
required to respond to phone com- 
plaints. Everything must be submit- 
ted in writing 
"They never told us we had to fill 
out a form until we had a friend cut 
down the tree and needed someone 
to take away the branches," Roderick 
said. 
After a complaint form was filled 
out, the branches were removed 
three weeks later. 
Roderick failed to receive the time- 
ly response she deserved because 
she was unaware of her tenant rights. 
and she didn't know the steps to 
complain effectively to her property 
manager. 
Rodney A. Fleming, managing 
attorney of Student Legal Services, 
said the office exists to help students. 
"The goal is to represent and edu- 
cate students, and to level the playing 
field between students and land- 
lords," he said. 
Most common battles between 
tenants and landlords include evic- 
tions, damage assessments, security 
deposit disputes and repair issues. 
"Student status is not a protected 
race," Fleming said, "landlords are 
free to make business decisions pro- 
viding they're not violating the 
Constitution." 
This means landlords may charge 
different prices for different tenants. 
Also they may require a parental co- 
signature to protect them from per- 
ceived difficulties in collecting rent. 
While tenants are entitled to cer- 
tain rights, many students are 
unaware of what those rights entail. 
Students are encouraged to talk with 
landlords and familiarize themselves 
with tenant/landlord rights and 
obligations. 
Tenants of Newlove Realty Inc. are 
given a tenant/landlord booklet 
when they pick up their keys. Mary 
Newlove Noll of Newlove Realty Inc., 
on South Main Street, encourages 
her tenants to keep the booklet 
handy. 
"Most everything is miscommuni- 
cation." she said. 
The Newlove office responds to 
tenant complaints either over the 
phone, by e-mail or in person. 
"If we knew our rights, we wouldn't 
stand for some of the stuff they do to 
us," Roderick said. 
"The law is there to protect you, 
but you've got to use it; you've got to 
know about it," Fleming said. 
If a landlord fails to address a writ- 
ten complaint within 30 days, the 
Ohio Revised Code says a tenant may 
pay their rent to the Municipal Court, 
RIGHTS, PAGE 9 
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Written requests are 
essential for repairs 
RIGHTS. FROM PAGE 8 
petition the (Aim to order the repairs 
requested or terminate the lease. 
To gel an issue addressed in a 
timely manner, Noll advises that ten- 
ants call in themselves, get the name 
of the person they talk to and don't be 
afraid to ask for the office manager. 
Fleming believes that realtors will 
take students seriously once they 
receive the proper notification and 
they know the students are aware of 
their legal rights. 
"Students let themselves be taken 
advantage of sometimes," he said. 
LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FOR 
03 &'04 SCHOOL YEAR! 
Large Selection of Houses and 
Apartments with Great locations! 
Furnished and Unfurnished Units 
Pick up your listing at the Rental office. 
Everything is reasonably priced and we're 
even open on Saturday 
M-F - 8:30-5:30 
Sat. - 8:30-5:00 




Efficiencies starting at $225 
1 Bedrooms starting at $250 
2 Bedrooms starting at $300 
Furnished and Unfurnished Units 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. WoosterSf. 





KNOW YOUR RIGHTS 
Landlords have 30 days to 
make a tepair after a request 
has been submitted in writing. 
Submit all complaints in 
writing 
Take photographs of any and 
all damages 
Be familiar with tenant/andl 
andlord rights and obligations 





One Bedroom Apartments: 
'320 Elm •117N. Main 
•109 N. Main #H •224"2Troup 
•114 S. Main -128 W. Wooster 
Two Bedroom Apts, Duplexes & Houses: 
•320 Elm •309High 
•801-803 Fifth • 109 N. Main #G 
•311, 315"2 & 319 S. Main • 520 E. Reed 
•507 & 525 E. Merry «224 Troup-house 
•824 & 843 Sixth 
Three Bedroom Apts. & Houses: 
'330 N. Church 
'433 & 441 N. Enterprise-house 
'534 S. College #A 
734 Elm 
•233 W. Merry 
Stop In and See Us AT 
The Housing Fair For Our 
Complete Rental Brochure 
Also available is our Graduate and 
Professional Listing. 
•338 N. Church-house 
•126 Liberty 
•314 Manville 





332 S. Main (our only office) 
www.ncwloverealtY.com/nrcnUils 
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Food costs less off-campus 
By Mar? Belli While and Michael Ksenyak 
itroiicis 
Life without a food card and an 
easy to reach cafeteria may be a bit 
inconvenient, but in the long run it 
will save you money. 
A price comparison of 25 grocery 
list items revealed thai Kroger is the 
ticket for low prices as opposed to 
Meijer and Chily's on-campus conve- 
nient store. 
The 25 items ranging from every- 
day necessities like milk and cereal lo 
some junk food splurges like Oreos 
and Pnngles. For all the food, Chily's 
cost the most at $93.53, Meijer cost 
$63.63 and Kroger totaled $63.14. 
The difference in on-campus 
shopping versus off is $24 79, and 
that is only for 25 total items. The 
more you buy, the more you 
save. 
Some of the biggest price dif- 
ferences were in soda and bulk 
candy. A 12 pack of Pepsi at 
Chily's costs a staggering $7.80, 
while at Kroger the same soda 
cost $1.99, a difference of $5.81. 
You can get almost four 12 packs 
at Kroger for what you pay at 
Chily's. Bulk candy is another 
product you can save money on 
by shopping off-campus. Chily's 
sells a pound of Sour Patch Kids 
for $5.60, while Meijer offers the 
same Kids for only $1.99 a 
pound. You can get 2.8 pounds at 
Meijer for what you'd spend on 
THE PRICE IS RIGHT 
College students know fhe importance of sav- 
ing money on food. Here are a few price com- 
parisons between the on campus store Chily's, 
and two off-campus stores, Kroger and Meijer. 
•25 COMMON GROCERY ITEMS: 
Kroger-$63.14 total 
Meijer - $63.63 total 
Chily's - $93.53 total 
12 PACK OF PEPSI: 
Chily's - $7.80 
Kroger -$1.99 
POUND OF SOUR PATCH KIDS: 
Chily's-$5.60 
Meijer-$1.99 
one at Chily's. 
There are other things to 
consider when comparing the 
two venues. On-campus food 
is more convenient. There is 
always someone else ready to 
prepare your meals for you in 
the cafeteria. The prepay sys- 
tem of a meal plan makes it 
easy to balance your budget 
and you can always keep bur- 
saring food even after your 
food plan runs dry. Another 
benefit of eating on-campus is 
the time factor. Food is always 
available and it is easy to grab a 
balanced meal in between 
classes or on-the-go. 
There are plenty of draw- 
Indian Rivers Apts. 
702 4th St. r 
■Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouse 
•Vaulted cielings with spiral staircase 
•Furnished 
•Deck, dishwasher 
•2 car garages 
• storage/study room 
S900.00/monlh - i:.i- . elrclrk 
Call Jan  •  352-1104 
VARSITY SQUARE APTS. 
1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apts. 
From Only $455 
• Private Entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious Kitchen 
• Small Pets Welcome 
• Free Heat 
353-7715 
backs to the on-campus meal plan 
too. If you are hungry at four in the 
morning, you are pretty much out of 
luck. There are certain kinds of food 
that simply aren't available. If you get 
a craving for McDonald's chicken 
nuggets, you have to go to 
McDonalds, and they don't take a 
meal card. Your favorite dish of 
stuffed squash may only be offered 
occasionally, and a couple of dining 
services employee's get to decide 
what you are going to eat for dinner. 
Eating off-campus has many 
perks, but it too is not perfect. It is a 
lot harder to balance a budget. 
Laziness and lack of time lead to a lot 
of money being spent on take-out. 
Even if you do some home cooking, 
you still have to do the dishes after 
you're done. 
Plus, sitting alone in your apart- 
ment with the remote control and a 
bowl of baked beans leaves a longing 
in your chest for all the fun times you 
had with your floormates in the 
Union. 
But on the upside of off-campus 
eating it is easier to make the foods 
that coincide with your tastebuds 
and your dietary needs. Mom may 
not be cooking your favorite squash 
for you, but the experience of learn- 
ing how to do it yourself can be quite 
exciting. And the ability to bake your 
friends cookies and cake as a cheap 
gift is always a bonus. 
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Respecting neighbors — key to healthy living 
By Sarah Dewey 
IEP0IKI 
Without quiet hours, resident 
adviser or hall directors to maintain 
order, living off-campus could be 
everything you had hoped, or every- 
thing that you feared. 
The relationship that you develop 
with your neighbors could lead to a 
peaceful living environment, or 
chaos. 
Your neighbors don't have to be 
your best friends, but realize that 
having mutual respect can help you 
cope with loud parties and music. 
First, realize that not everyone has 
the same sleeping or studying habits 
you have. When you want to be loud 
on aThursday night, they might want 
to sleep. They might party on 
Monday, and you may do all your 
homework that night. 
Second, understand that you are 
responsible for your guests. Kelly 
< '.infield, a University sophomore, 
experienced a threatening letter from 
her landlord, after her guests left cig- 
arette butts and cans in the hall. 
Similarly, Canfield's neighbors had a 
party and punched multiple holes in 
the wall and pulled the banister off 
the wall. 
Why would anyone want to live in 
an apartment building in this condi- 
tion? And who wants to pay for dam- 
aged property, on top of their rent 
and bills? 
Third, always, always lock your 
door. Even if you are just going out to 
smoke. 
Fourth, be careful when you have a 
party. Don't invite so many people 
that you can't identify guests. 
One incident Canfield had with her 
i$$$ss$$$$$$s$$$$$$ss$s$sss: 
On an American one'do((ar 
t>U(, there fr an owl and 
a fp'tdcr h'id<ler\»»» 
Can voo find the**??? 
,$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$; 
Ashdon Apts. 
850 Scott Hamilton 
Large Contemporary 2 BR Apts. 
•Furnished, air conditioned 
•Quiet building-only 4 units 
•Located on S. College & S. Hamilton. Only { 
2 blocks from campus. 
•Laundry facilities, personally managed 
•Seperate lockable storage area 
Call Jan 
352-1104 
neighbors involves a night when she 
and her roommates threw a party. 
With people coming in and out of the 
apartment, it was difficult to deter- 
mine who they invited and who they 
did not. 
"This guy walks into my apartment 
and used the bathroom and left with- 
out saying anything. He came back, 
and randomly placed things 
around," Canfield said. 
Upset and scared, the three female 
roommates sent a male friend in to 
confront the man and tell him to 
leave. The man said he didn't know 
that he was in the wrong apartment, 
or that he didn't even live in the build- 
ing 
It turned out that the man was a 
guest of the neighbors and had wan- 
dered over without anyone missing 
him next door. 
Fifth, the most important thing to 
do when having a party, is make sure 
that the party is kept to a select num- 
ber of people and noise is at a mini- 
mum, especially if you live in an 
apartment. 
Josh Dotson, a University junior, 
and Canfield said that they tell their 
neighbors when they are having a 
party and invite them. But that 
method hasn't worked out so well for 
them. 
"I lose all respect for my neighbors, 
when they call the cops, or the land- 
lord, after I have warned them that I 
was having a party," Dotson said. 
Dotson said the party was about 
45 people and contained in the 
apartment, and the door was closed. 
The police circled the block and the 
landlord gave Dotson and his room- 




thought sharing an apartment with my best friend 
would be fun. But like they say, you really don't 
know someone until you live with them. UPS is 
making it possible tor me to afford paying the rent 
myself. So no more missing food, no more missing 
clothes and I can watch what I want on cable. 
Brown makes me happy. 
Immediate Openings 
Day 11:30a.m. - 3:30p.m. 
Twilight 5:00p.m.-9:00p.m. 
Midnight 10:45p.m. - 2:45a.m. 
Preload 4:30a.m.- 9:00a.m. 
ON CAMPUS: 
December 12th Career Services 10-2 
Steve Eich det1sje@ups.com 
(419)891-6820 
www.upsjobs.com 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
"I think that the way that they 
should have dealt with it. was to 
come down and address it with us. 
My neighbors should throw a party, 
and then they would know what it 
was like," Dotson said. 
Canfield said that she also wishes 
her neighbors would confront her 
about noise before calling the land- 
lord or the police department 
"I went over and invited them, and 
told them if you guys have a problem, 
knock on the door and tell us," 
Canfield said. 
Lastly, just be polite to your neigh- 
bors. If you have a problem with their 
behavior or they have a problem with 
yours, it will be much easier to deal 




CALL 353-5800 FOR 
COMPLETE LIST 
IliUsdaleApl. 1082 Fairview, 
I & 2 Bdrm Apis. 
3 Bdtm Townhouses 
Dishwasher-Garbage Disposal 




Evergreen Apl. 215 E. Poe 
Efficiencies/. Bdrms 
Laundry on site 
Management Inc. 
Ilriiusite Apl.. 710 N. Enterprise 
I&2 Bdrms 
A/C-Dishwashcr-Garbagc Disposal 
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bdrm. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
Management Inc. 
(.raceland, 208/210 S. Church St. 
2txirm-A/C 
Washer/Dryer Hook-up 
I Car Garage 
Close lo Downtown 
/CIEECA 
Management Inc. 
e.reenbeaver Apt., 642 S College 
2 Bdrms Apis - 3 Bdrm Townhouse 
2 Bdrms can have PET (cxlraS) 
Twnhs are Loft Style-1 1/2 Balhs 
A 2 Car Garage 
Stop by our office at 
104S N. Main St 




SPEND YOUR SUMMER WITH STERLING 
Now offering Limited 9 month 
t-r   and Summer Leases! 
Leased by the Bedroom - As 
Low as $330 a Month! 
Leases Available May to May 
and August to August! 
Full Size Washer and Dryer 
in Every Apartment! 
24 Hour Emergency 
Maintenance! 
Resort Style Pool With 
Hot Tub! 
Huge 24 Hour Fitness Center! 




SUH* is a trademark of SUH® Inc. ft ► WWW.SUHENCLAVE.O 
24 Hour Gameroom With 
Pool Table! 
All New Appliances Including 
Microwave.Dishwasher & 
Ice Maker! 
Basketball and Sand 
Volleyball Courts! 
353-5100 







SPEND YOUR SUMMER WITH STERLING 
Now offering Limited 9 month 
L-   and Summer Leases! 
Leased by the Bedroom - As 
Low as $330 a Month! 
Leases Available May to May 
and August to August! 
Full Size Washer and Dryer 




24 Hour Emergency 
Maintenance! 
Resort Style Pool With 
Hot Tub! 
Huge 24 Hour Fitness Center! 





SUH» is a trademark of SUH®, Inc. $ ♦ WWW.SUHENCLAVE.COM ♦ 
24 Hour Gameroom With 
Pool Table! 
All New Appliances Including 
Microwave,Dishwasher & 
Ice Maker! 
Basketball and Sand 
Volleyball Courts! 
353-5100 
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